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A Message from the Editor
I hope all of you had a wonderful summer, and it’s my pleasure to welcome you to the fall issue of Applied
Computing Review. This issue includes five selected papers presented at the 2013 ACM Symposium on Applied
Computing (SAC) held in Coimbra, Portugal. They have been expanded, revised, and reviewed for inclusion in
ACR, and I am proud to tell you that all of them maintain high quality. I am grateful to the authors for
contributing the state-of-the-art methods in their research area and to the highly qualified reviewers who
coordinated an outstanding lineup of technical paper reviews.
The 2013 ACM SIGAPP election was conducted. The new elected officers are: Dr. Jiman Hong (vice chair), Dr.
Michael Schumacher (secretary), Tei-Wei Kuo (treasurer), and myself (chair). I would like to congratulate all of
them warmly on the election results. Ms. Irene Frawley (ACM program coordinator) and Dr. Hisham Haddad
(webmaster) will continue to serve, and I want to express my sincere gratitude to them for their endless hard work.
ACR is available to everyone who is interested in the modern applied computing research trends. Our goal is to
provide you with a platform for sharing innovative thoughts among professionals in various fields of applied
computing. We are working with the ACM SIG Governing Board to further expand SIGAPP by increasing
membership and developing a new journal on applied computing in the near future.
In closing, I am happy to tell you that the 29th SAC will be held in Gyeongju, South Korea, next spring. The city
of Gyeongju is known as the museum without walls, and more information about the conference can be found
here. I hope many of you to join and make the conference a great success. Please enjoy this issue of ACR as much
as we do. Your kind support and cooperation would be highly appreciated. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sung Shin
Editor in Chief & Chair of ACM SIGAPP

Next Issue
The planned release for the next issue of ACR is December 2013.

SAC 2014 Sneak Preview
The 29th annual edition of the ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC) will be held in Korea’s historic
capital city of Gyeongju. The conference venue is the campus of Dongguk University in Gyeongju. The
conference runs from Monday March 24 to Friday March 28, 2014. The Tutorials Program is planned for
Monday and the Technical Program is planned for Tuesday through Friday. The Student Research Competition
(SRC) Program is planned for Tuesday (display session) and Wednesday (presentations session), respectively,
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and the Posters Program will take place on Thursday. The paper submission system is now open for all tracks.
Details of paper submissions, acceptance rate, and country of participation will be reported in the next issue of
ACR.
Working with the local organizing committee, composed of Professors Jiman Hong of Soongsil University,
Dongkyun Kim of Kyungpook National University, and Byun Jeongyong of Dongguk University, we have
designated the Hilton hotel in Gyeongju for SAC attendees. The hotel information will be posted on the website
(http://www.acm.org/conferences/sac/sac2014/) along with the reservation code for the special rates negotiated
for SAC attendees. The organizing committee recommends attendees to book their reservations at the designed
hotel as soon as the room blocks are opened. The Conference will provide shuttle service between the Hilton hotel
and Dongguk University. Detailed shuttle schedule will be posted on the website once finalized. Tuesday
Reception and Thursday Banquet will be held at the Hilton hotel. Daily lunches and coffee breaks will be
provided at the conference venue. The lunches, coffee breaks, reception, and banquet dinner are all included in the
registration fee. In addition, the local committee is organizing a number of local excursions as Gyeongju is known
to be the Museum without Walls! Details will be posted on the website.
The conference will include our second annual Student Research Competition (SRC) program. SRC is designed to
provide graduate students the opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with researchers and practitioners in their
areas of interest. Active graduate students seeking feedback from the scientific community on their research ideas
are invited to submit research abstracts of their original un-published and in-progress research work in areas of
experimental computing and application development related to SAC 2014 Tracks. Accepted research abstracts
will be published in the CD and printed Proceedings. Authors of accepted abstracts are eligible to apply for the
SIGAPP Student Travel Award Program (STAP). A designated committee will judge the display and
presentations of abstracts and select the top three winners for medallions and cash prizes ($200, $300, and $500)
provided by ACM. The winners will be recognized during the banquet event.
To facilitate attendees travel, the local organizing committee will provide plentiful of information and help. The
local committee is planning to station volunteers at Incheon Airport and train stations in Seoul and Gyeongju to
welcome and help attendees as needed. Once finalized, details will be posted on SAC 2014 website. As the
planning is underway, we are excited to have SAC 2014 in Korea’s historic capital city of Gyeongju. We invite
you to join us this March, meet other attendees, enjoy the conference programs, and have a pleasant stay in
Gyeongju. We hope to see you there.

On Behalf of SAC Steering Committee,

Hisham Haddad
Member of the Steering Committee
Member of SAC 2014 Organzing Commitee
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ABSTRACT
A hybrid version of a compact genetic algorithm (cGA) is presented
as approach to solve the Multi-Level Capacitated Lot Sizing Problem. The present paper extends results reported in [18]. The hybrid
method combines a fix and optimize heuristic with cGA aiming
to improve solutions generated by cGA. Also a linear mathematical programming model is solved to first evaluated solution provided by cGA. The performance of the hybrid compact genetic algorithm (HcGA) is evaluated over two sets of benchmark instances.
The results are compared against methods from literature recently
proposed for the same problem: two time-oriented decomposition
heuristics and a hybrid multi-population genetic algorithm. A superior performance of HcGA is reported mainly for instances dealing
with setup times and against time-oriented decomposition heuristics. 1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Computing Methodologies ]: Artificial Intelligence—problem solving, control methods, and search.

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Design, Reliability, Experimentation,
Verification.

Keywords
Decision making, Manufacturing, Hybridization, Evolution strategies, Estimation of Distribution Algorithms.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A hybrid compact genetic algorithm (HcGA) is presented as approach to solve the multi-level capacitated lot sizing problem (MLCLSP) with overtime. HcGA combines a fix-and-optimize heuristic
and linear programming techniques to solve MLCLSP . The present
paper is an extension of the results previously described in [18],
where computational results and evaluations about the HcGA behavior are added.
The compact genetic algorithm (cGA) is one of the first and simplest estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) [11]. The cGA

acbd@icmc.usp.br

is simple when compared with other state-of-the art EDAs, but its
simplicity has been adequate to solve a variety of applications.
Gallagher et al [6] introduces modifications in the classical cGA
defining variants to evolvable hardware applications. The results
obtained show a superior performance for static and dynamic optimizations applied to standard and developed benchmarks.
A micro controller is optimized by Minimmo et al. [13] applying a
cGA with real-coded implementation.The cGA is compared with a
standard cGA and with other population-based algorithms returning
competitive results.
Multi-level lot sizing problem (MLCLSP) aims to determine production plans for products with an interdependence among them at
different production levels. The multi-level capacitated lot sizing
problem (MLCLSP) belongs to the production management area
and it can represent real situations or scenarios in different industries.
The problem is compounded by production lines that must produce
intermediate and end products, establishing several production levels. There are constraints to be satisfied such as meeting product
demands, limited capacity of resources and setup of products. The
present paper will solve the MLCLSP with overtime, where the
available capacity can be exceeded and consequently overtime costs
are incurred. The problem can be described as a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model.
Reviews about multi-level and other lot sizing and scheduling problems are reported in [5] and [3]. These works present mathematical formulation as well as discuss exact and heuristic methods. The complexity of multi-level and other lot sizing problems
leads to apply heuristic and metaheuristic as solution approaches
for these problems. A review of several metaheuristics applied in
dynamic lot sizing problems is presented by Jans and Degraeve
[10] while aplications using genetic algorithms are reported by
Goren et al. [7].
A time-oriented decomposition heuristic is proposed to solve the
MLCLSP by Stadtler [15]. The time windows define mixed-integer
subproblems for lot size decisions, which are solved by a mathematical programming software. Akartunali and Miller [2] strengthen
the MIP model of the MLCLSP and propose a LP-and-fix and relaxand-fix heuristics as resolution method. The proposed method outperforms the heuristic described in [15] for several benchmark instances.

This work is based on an earlier work: SAC’13 Proceedings of the 2013 ACM Symposium on
Applied Computing, Copyright 2013 ACM 978-1-4503-1656-9/13/03.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2480362.2480404.

The method described in this paper is a hybridization approach for
the cGA and there are related works combining cGA with other
approaches. Ahn et al [1] propose a framework where hybrid approaches combining EDAs and swarm optimization are presented.
Artificial deceptive problems and a real-world problem are solved
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1 Copyright is held by the authors.

by an extended compact particle swarm optimization (EcPSO) developed in the proposed framework. The authors report a superior performance of the EcPSO against other methods. Baraglia et
al. [4] combine cGA with Lin-Kernighan local search heuristics to
solve TSPLIB instances that include 13,509 cities.
The cGA in this paper is combined with a fix-and-optimize heuristic. The MLCLSP with general structure for several end products, overtime costs, minimum lead time and multi-period setup
carry-over is solved using a fix-and-optimize heuristic in [14]. The
authors present results solving problem instances of the literature
which are compared with those returned by CPLEX package. The
MLCLSP with lead times and overtime costs is solve by similar
approach proposed in [9], where results found outperform those reported in [15].
Recently, a multi-population genetic algorithm was combined with
fix-and-optimize to solve the MLCLSP with overtime in [20]. The
results found outperform those reported by [2] in two sets of benchmark instances. Toledo et al [19] also applies a multi-population
genetic algorithm with a fix-and-optimize heuristic to solve the MLCLSP with backlogging. The method solves several benchmark instances with a competitive performance reported, when compared
with other methods from literature.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the MLCLSP through its mathematical model and the related linear programming model is also described. Section 3 presents the details
about the cGA hybridization. Computational results are reported in
Section 4 and the conclusions about this paper follow in Section 5.

r jk Quantity of product j necessary to produce one unit of product k.
sc j Setup cost of product j.
stm j Setup time of product j in machine m.
δ( j) Set of the immediate successors of product j.
Variables:
x jt Lot size of product j at period t.
y jt Setup variable of product j for production at period t.
i jt Inventory holding quantity of product j at period t.
zmt Overtime on machine m at period t.
MLCLSP - MIP model:

Minimize


T
h j · i jt + sc j · y jt +
∑Jj=1 ∑t=1
T
∑M
m=1 ∑t=1 zmt · ocmt

(1)

Subject to:

i jt−1 + x jt − i jt −

∑

(r jk · xkt ) = PD jt

k∈δ( j)

2.

j = 1, ..., J;t = 1, ..., T

MULTI-LEVEL CAPACITATED LOT
SIZING PROBLEM WITH OVERTIME

The multi-level capacitated lot sizing problem (MLCLSP) with
overtime aims to find production plan solutions able to minimize
costs related with inventory, setup and overtime. The problem constraints will be described through its mathematical model, which is
based on the same proposed in [15] and follows the notation defined
in [20].
First, it is introduced the mixed-integer model that is also used latter by the fix and optimize heuristic to solve several subproblems.
Next, the related linear model is described once this model is solved
anytime that a cGA solution is generated to define continuous variables values.
Parameters:

(2)

J

∑


am j · x jt + stm j · y jt − zmt ≤ Cmt

j=1

m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T

(3)

x jt − B jt · y jt ≤ 0
j = 1, ...J;t = 1, ..., T

(4)

y jt ∈ {0, 1}, i jt , x jt , zm,t ≥ 0
j = 1, ...J;t = 1, ..., T ; m = 1, ..., M

(5)

J Total number of products.
T Total number of periods.
M Total number of machines/resources.
am j Capacity cost to produce one unit of product j in machine m.
B jt Upper bound for lot size of product j at period t.
Cmt Total capacity of machine m at period t.
h j Holding cost per unit of product j.
ocmt Overtime cost of machine m at period t.
PD jt Primary demand (external) of product j at period t.

APPLIED COMPUTING REVIEW SEP. 2013, VOL. 13, NO. 3

The objective function (1) will minimize inventory, setup and overtime costs. The inventory constraints (2) define the amount of
stored products as well as meet the demand of intermediate and
end products.
The overtime in some machine m within period t is determined by
variables zmt in constraints (3), where available capacity can be exceeded during the production process. If a product j is adjusted to
be produced at period t, the binary variable y jt has value 1. Moreover, there is no production (x jt = 0) when a product is not setup
for production in a period (y jt = 0) following constraints (4).
The value of upper bound in constraints (4) is determined by parameters B jt following equations (6) and (7).

8

3.


Cmt − stm j
B jt = min d j(t..T ) ,
am j
T

d j(t..T ) =


PD ju +

∑

u=t

∑



r jk · dk(t..T )

(6)

(7)

k∈δ( j)

The expressions that estimate these upper bounds are defined in [2].
The variable domains are defined in constraints (5).
The representation of individuals in the cGA define product setups
which are the binary variables of the MLCLSP-MIP model. This
representation will be explained in section 3.
If the binary variables are defined by the proposed cGA, a related
linear program (LP) model can be solved to determine values for
continuous variables in the MLCLSP. This linear model is describe
next.
MLCLSP LP-model:
J

T

M

T

∑ ∑ (h j · i jt ) + ∑ ∑ (ocmt · zmt )

minimize

j=1 t=1

i jt−1 + x jt − i jt −

(8)

HYBRID COMPACT GENETIC ALGORITHM

The compact genetic algorithm (cGA) was introduced by Harik et
al [8] and it is an estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA). The
method is quite simple and can be synthesized as follows.
Let’s take an individual represented as a binary string. Initially,
a probability vector with same length of this string is created and
initialized with 0.5 value. The values of the probability vector represent the likelihood of a position in the string to be set to 1.
Based on the current probability vector, two individuals, ind1 and
ind2, are randomly generated. A competition between ind1 and
ind2 determines a winner and a loser. At the level of each position i
of the string, if the winner is different from the loser and its binary
value in position i is 1, the ith component of the vector increases
1
. Otherwise, if the winner is different from the loser and
by popSize
its binary value in position i is 0, the ith component of the vector
1
decreases by popSize
.
The cGA stops when all probabilities of the vector have converged.
The last probability vector obtained is a binary string that represents
the final solution. The method reduces memory requirements significantly, once it samples only two new individuals to update the
vector.

m=1 t=1

∑

However, more than two individuals can be used by cGA to update
the probability vector, when simulating higher selection pressures.
The number of bits to store the vector is just l ∗ log2 (popSize + 1),
where l is the individual length [8].

(r jk · xkt ) = PD jt

k∈δ( j)

j = 1, ..., J;t = 1, ..., T

(9)

J

∑ (am j · x jt ) − zmt ≤ Cmt

As genetic algorithms and other metaheuristics, cGA can also be
properly hybridized with other optimization techniques aiming to
improve its performance for a variety of complex problems. In
the multi-level capacitated lot sizing problem (MLCLSP) studied
in this paper, a promising strategy would be to combine the cGA
with a fix and optimize heuristic.

j=1

m = 1, ..., M;t = 1, ..., T

(10)

0 ≤ x jt ≤ Θ, i jt ≥ 0, zm,t ≥ 0
j = 1, ...J;t = 1, ..., T ; m = 1, ..., M

(11)

The setup constraints (4) will not be necessary in the linear model
once product setups are already defined in the individual representation (see section 3). From the individual representation (solution),
it is also possible to calculate the related setup time and setup costs.
In this way, the objective function (1) does not need determining
setup costs being replaced by objective function (8).
The inventory variables I jt are still determined by the previous inventory constraints (2) rewritten as constraints (9) in MLCLSP-LP
model. The capacity of each line can be update (Cmt ), discounting
the already known setup times of products that happen in machine
m within period t. Thus, the capacity constraints are now defined
by constraints (10), where the parameters Cmt represent the updated
capacity.

Initially, the representation of individual defined for the hybrid
compact genetic algorithm (HcGA) proposed is introduced. The individual representation as well as the fitness calculation follow the
same idea presented in [20] and [18] for the hybrid multi-population
genetic algorithm. The individuals are represented as matrix JxT ,
where J is the number of products and T is the number of periods.
Each entry ( j,t) in this representation will have value 1, if a product
j is set to be produced within period t; 0, otherwise.
This representation becomes the cGA responsible to find values for
the binary variables y jt defined in the MLCLSP-MIP model. Thus,
the probability matrix P will also have dimension JxT like the individuals, but each entry ( j,t) in P will represent a probability value.
The value of some entry indicates the likely of the corresponding
entry in the individual to be set as 1. Figure 1 presents a probability
matrix and an individual generated from P.
The underlined values will be used as example to illustrate the probabilities in P. If there is a high probability as 0.98 in entry (J4 , T1 ),
so value 1 will be likely set to the same entry of the individual
representation. On the other hand, small probabilities as 0.07 in
(J3 , T1 ) have 0 as the likely value in the corresponding entry of the
individual.

The limits of lot size variable x jt can be also adjusted from the
setups already known. If there is a setup to product j in period t, it
will be set 0 ≤ x jt ≤ Θ, where Θ is a large value, otherwise, x jt = 0.

The representation of individual indicates the products adjusted to
be produced in each period. Therefore, it is possible to determine
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J1
J2
J3
J4
J5

T1
0.17
0.15
0.07
0.98
0.66

T2
0.30
0.36
0.88
0.76
0.56

T3
0.8
0.65
0.93
0.88
0.95

T4
0.76
0.40
0.12
0.45
0.75

T5
0.25
0.06
0.25
0.33
0.89

T6
0.96
0.22
0.76
0.87
0.67

↓
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5

T1
0
0
0
1
1

T2
0
0
1
1
1

T3
1
1
1
1
1

T4
1
0
0
1
1

T5
0
0
0
0
1

T6
1
0
1
1
1

Figure 1. Probability matrix and individual created

setup times and setup costs from this representation. As explained
for the MLCLSP-LP model in section 2, the capacity of machines
can be updated removing the total setup times as well as upper and
lower bounds for variables x jt can be fixed from the setups already
known.
The MLCLSP-LP is then coded and solved using a mathematical programming solver which returns the inventory and overtime
costs. These values are added to the setup costs defining the fitness value for an individual. Thus, the LP model is solved for each
individual generated by the cGA.
The better individual created at each iteration of cGA is also improved using the fix and optimize (F&O) heuristic. This method is
adapted from [20] and [18] as described by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: F&O(Ind 0 ,perwdw ,prod wdw )
1 begin
2
Ybin ← ;
3
Y ← Ind 0 ;
4
for t ← 1 to T do
5
Ybin ← Ybin ∪ {Y jt , ∀ j};
6
Y ← Y −Ybin ;
7
if (t > perwdw ) then
8
Y ← Y ∪ {Y j(t−perwdw ) , ∀ j};
9
Ybin ← Ybin − {Y j(t−perwdw ) , ∀ j};
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

solver(Ybin ,Y );
Ind 0 ← Y ∪Ybin ;
Ybin ← ;
Y ← Ind 0 ;
for j ← 1 to J do
Ybin ← Ybin ∪ {Y jt , ∀t};
Y ← Y −Ybin ;
if ( j > prod wdw ) then
Y ← Y ∪ {Y( j−prod wdw )t , ∀t};
Ybin ← Ybin − {Y( j−prod wdw )t , ∀t};
solver(Ybin ,Y );
Ind 0 ← Y ∪Ybin ;
Return Ind 0 ;

The method basically fixes a large number of binary variables
and optimizes several MIP sub problems. Algorithm 1 uses the
MLCLSP-MIP model (section 2) to define these sub problems.

APPLIED COMPUTING REVIEW SEP. 2013, VOL. 13, NO. 3

There is a set of binary values, Ybin , that must be optimized and
another set of binary values, Y , previously fixed.
The entries in the individual representation (Ind 0 ) initialize the set
Y . The period window (perwdw ) sequentially defines sub problems
following from the first to the last period. The product window
(prod wdw ) starts from the end to the intermediate products obeying the precedence among them. Figure 2 gives an example using
perwdw that covers 3 periods.

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5

← 10 step →
← 20 step →
T1 T2 T3 T4
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

T5
0
0
0
0
1

T6
1
0
1
1
1

Figure 2. Defining sub problems with perwdw .
The MIP sub problem is defined by periods T1 to T3 in the 10 step,
which means optimizing values in set Ybin for j = {J1 , J2 , J3 , J4 , J5 }
and t = {T1 , T2 , T3 }. Next, the period window rolls in such way that
the MIP sub problem is now established by periods T2 to T4 (20
step).
The values in period T1 become fixed and those fixed in T4 will be
now optimized. There is overlapping when the window rolls. In
this example, the overlapping occurs in periods T2 and T3 whose
values are optimized again in the 20 step. The same idea is applied
to optimize sub problems rolling the product windows
After the F&O heursitic has been executed, if the individual returned has better fitness value than the best individual found so far,
it replaces the best individual. In this case, the probability matrix P
has its entries updated by expression (12).

Pjt = Pjt ±

1
popSize

(12)

The parameter popSize represents the population size that is simulated by cGA, once a population is not really stored by the method.
The Pjt is increased, if the best individual entry has value 1. Otherwise, Pjt is reduced as usual in the cGA. However, this increase or
decrease is limited by a maximum and minimum value as show by
expressions (13) and (14).

Pjt ← min 0.999, Pjt +

1
popSize




Pjt ← max 0.001, Pjt −

1
popSize



(13)

(14)

If the better individual does not outperform the best individual
found so far, the parameters perwdw and prod wdw of F&O are increased. The aim is to improve the results solving larger MIP sub
problems next time F&O is executed.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the hybrid compact genetic algorithm
(HcGA) previously described.

10

in the assembly structure. In the general structure, products can
have several predecessors and successors.

Algorithm 2: Hybrid Compact Genetic Algorithm
1 begin
2
repeat
3
//Create individuals with probability matrix P;
4
for n ← 1 to nInds do
5
for j ← 1 to J do
6
for t ← 1 to T do
7
if ( U[0, 1] < Pjt ) then
8
Ind njt ← 1;
else

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

else

Pjt ← max 0.001, Pjt −

23

25
26
27
28

Ind njt ← 0;

evaluateIndividual(Ind n );
//Select and improve better individual created;
Ind 0 ← getBetter(Ind 1 ,...,Ind nInd );
Ind 0 ← F&O(Ind 0 ,perwdw ,prod wdw );
if (Ind 0 . f itness < Ind ∗ . f itness) then
Ind ∗ ← Ind 0 ;
//Update probability matrix;
for j ← 1 to J do
for t ← 1 to T do
if ( Ind 0jt = 1 ) then


1
Pjt ← min 0.999, Pjt + popSize
;

22

24

Instances that differ by these two types of product operation structures are in each set of instances, but A+ has only instances without
setup time while B+ has instances with setup time. All instances
are defined by 10 products, 24 periods and 3 machines. More details about these benchmark sets can be found in [17], [16], [15]
and [2].

1
popSize


;

else
perwdw ← perwdw + 1;
prod wdw ← prod wdw + 1;
until StopCriterion;
Return Ind ∗ ;

The method is executed until the stop criterion has been satisfied
which is defined as a time limit. A fixed number of individuals, nInds, is created in lines 4-10 using a probability matrix P.
The fitness are defined by procedure evaluateIndividual() in line
11 of Algorithm 2. In this step, the first hybrid characteristic of
the method arises once an exact method is embedded to solve the
MLCLSP-LP model.
The procedure getBetter() assigns to Ind 0 the individual with better
fitness among the nInds created. The heuristic fix and optimize
(procedure F&O()) is executed next and the individual returned is
evaluated in lines 15-26 of the Algorithm 2.
If Ind 0 has better fitness value than the best individual (Ind ∗ ) found
so far, Ind ∗ is replaced and the probability matrix P has its entries updated by expression (12). Otherwise, parameters perwdw
and prod wdw of F&O are updated.

4.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The cGA parameters popSize and nInds are set as 10 and 5 individuals, respectively. This means that a population of 10 individuals
is taking into account by cGA. Also a tournament among 5 individuals is executed to determine one winner. The fix and optimize
(F&O) heuristic starts with parameters perwin = 1 and prod win = 1.
All parameter values mentioned are chosen based on empirical tests
previously executed over some instances from A+ and B+. The
MLCLSP-MIP and MLCLSP-LP models are coded and solved using the CPLEX 12.2 Callable Library.
The results achieved by HcGA are compared with those found by
hybrid multi-population genetic algorithm (HMGA) [20], Akartunali and Miller’s Heuristic (AMH) [2] and Stadtler’s Heuristic (SH)
[15].
It is also reported the results found executing only the F&O. In this
case, the F&O starts from an initial random solution defined using
the same probability matrix P of HcGA. The aim is to compare
the performance of F&O with the improvement reached combining
cGA with F&O.
The first computational results evaluates the HcGA performance
when executed with different initial values for the probability matrix P. Thus, HcGA is adjusted with an initial value for probability
matrix P and executed once over all instances of the set A+ and
B+. The results found are compared against AMH. The probability
matrix P is evaluated with initial values of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and
0.95.
Deviation values of HcGA from AHM are calculated following expression (15). The average deviations for all set of instances found
by HcGA with each initial value of P are depicted in Figure 3.


Dev(%) =

Sol HcGA − Sol AMH
· 100
Sol AMH


(15)

The negative deviation shows an average improvement reached by
HcGA from the solutions found by AMH. The results indicates that
the usual 50% of initial value for the probability matrix in cGA is
not applied in this problem.
It is mandatory initial values starting from 80% of chance to set
the representation of solution with value 1. The best results are
achieved by HcGA with P initially adjusted with 90%. This indicates a high probability that most products are set in the individuals
initially generated from P.

The hybrid compact genetic algorithm (HcGA) approach will be
evaluated over two sets of benchmark instances, A+ and B+, proposed in [17] and [15]. It was considered a total of 20 instances in
set A+ and 19 instances in set B+. These total numbers as well as
each selected instance are the same solved in [2] and [20]. The sets
A+ and B+ present instances with assembly and general structures.
The products can have only one successor and several predecessors

These high values of probability agree with a similar approach described in [9] for MLCLSP, where a setup is initially mandatory for
all products in all periods. The authors argue that bad setup decisions can be quickly avoided from this initialization.
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Moreover, the HcGA is executed in the next computational tests
using P adjusted initially with 90%. All the methods are executed

700

Average Deviation(%)

Table 2. Results for B+ instances.

621.71

600
500
400
300

307.49

200
33.36

100

-1.85

-3.25

0

-2.01

-100
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

0.95

Probability Matrix

Figure 3. Evaluating initial values for probability matrix

with time limit of 180 seconds over each instance. This is the same
computational time applied in [2].
However, the HcGA runs 10 times over the same instance following
the identical criterion used to evaluate the HMGA in [20]. In this
case, the average solution value is calculated from the best solution
returned for each one of the 10 executions.
To allow a fair comparison with the literature results, all tests were
executed using an Intel Pentium 4, 3.0 GHz with 512 MB of RAM.
Tables 1-2 show the values obtained for each instance where underlined values are the best solutions.

Instance
BG511132
BG511142
BG512131
BG512142
BG521132
BG521142
BG522130
BG522132
BG522142
BK511131
BK511132
BK511141
BK512131
BK512132
BK521131
BK521132
BK521142
BK522131
BK522142
Count

AMH
137637
167262
138752
227996
146709
157802
156075
162389
202851
120303
115416
172762
113536
112809
121292
118464
154258
111339
156557
1

SH
140155
159769
139839
199051
138133
156694
154581
147894
186268
123699
125658
162629
113996
115697
118217
117423
153805
116340
154286
1

AMH
154515
145225
154191
171895
192582
167927
146361
173640
121108
129640
123366
123473
170897
161262
109249
127889
115819
118319
147729
105415
1

SH
153418
146500
156822
175619
195110
168707
145322
179371
124015
129080
128095
124499
180695
174701
110851
129307
126394
119175
146616
110094
0

F&O
154640
148641
162448
181011
193446
166717
146478
180713
121891
131933
124511
122365
175201
166629
108471
129143
115803
117610
150831
105028
1

Avg.
HMGA
152490
144486
152547
171079
189760
165184
144670
172946
118064
128559
123338
120350
172228
160760
109297
127903
114568
115546
148413
105497
10

Avg.
HcGA
152677
144485
151866
171770
190159
165365
144776
174250
118380
128508
123425
120010
172069
161097
108461
127868
114966
115375
146079
105151
8

The proposed method outperforms all the others in 8 out of 20 instances in set A+ (Table 1) and outperforms them in 12 out of 19
instances in set B+ (Table 2).

Avg.
HcGA
138142
161128
134867
187733
134512
154457
154331
143285
168605
118639
114634
155637
111282
112290
116448
113538
143422
109554
138354
12

The deviation of HcGA from the other approaches is also calculated
following expression (16), where Sol Method is set as solution values
of SH, AMH, F&O or HMGA. The deviation reached by HcGA for
each instance, respectively, in set A+ and B+ are shown by Tables
3 and 4.


Instance
AG501130
AG501131
AG501132
AG501141
AG501142
AG502130
AG502131
AG502141
AG502232
AG502531
AK501131
AK501132
AK501141
AK501142
AK501432
AK502130
AK502131
AK502132
AK502142
AK502432
Count

Avg.
HMGA
137738
161264
135421
187696
134629
154516
153930
143752
170088
119305
115708
162772
111493
111390
118047
115240
147513
110007
138913
3

MLCLSP. HcGA seems to deal better than other approaches with
setup decisions.

Dev(%) =

Table 1. Results for A+ instances.

F&O
138269
159941
136660
189351
135517
157471
155630
147608
177760
119670
114372
162982
111352
113836
118479
114437
144116
109306
139166
2

Sol HcGA − Sol Method
· 100
Sol Method


(16)

Table 3. Deviation for A+ instances.
Instance
AG501130
AG501131
AG501132
AG501141
AG501142
AG502130
AG502131
AG502141
AG502232
AG502531
AK501131
AK501132
AK501141
AK501142
AK501432
AK502130
AK502131
AK502132
AK502142
AK502432
Average

AMH
-1.19
-0.51
-1.51
-0.07
-1.26
-1.53
-1.08
0.35
-2.25
-0.87
0.05
-2.80
0.69
-0.10
-0.72
-0.02
-0.74
-2.49
-1.12
-0.25
-0.87

SH
-0.48
-1.38
-3.16
-2.19
-2.54
-1.98
-0.38
-2.85
-4.54
-0.44
-3.65
-3.61
-4.77
-7.79
-2.16
-1.11
-9.04
-3.19
-0.37
-4.49
-3.01

F&O
-1.27
-2.80
-6.51
-5.11
-1.70
-0.81
-1.16
-3.58
-2.88
-2.60
-0.87
-1.92
-1.79
-3.32
-0.01
-0.99
-0.72
-1.90
-3.15
0.12
-2.15

HMGA
0.12
0.00
-0.45
0.40
0.21
0.11
0.07
0.75
0.27
-0.04
0.07
-0.28
-0.09
0.21
-0.76
-0.03
0.35
-0.15
-1.57
-0.33
-0.06

The better performance of HcGA occurs in set B+, where there are
instances with setup times that provide a more complex issue for the

The negative deviation in Table 3 indicates the improvement
reached by HcGA from the previous results. There is no positive
deviation from SH and three positive deviations from AMH. The
best deviations are -2.80% (AK501132) and -9.04% (AK502131)
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from AMH and SH, respectively. The worst deviations are +0.69%
(AK501141) and -0.37% (AK502142) from AMH and SH, respectively.

AMH
[ 35/4 ]

There HcGA presents several positive deviations from HMGA,
where +0.75% (AG502141) is the worst case and -1.57%
(AK502142) is the best result.

HcGA

[ 23/16 ]
[ 38/1 ]

On the other hand, the hybrid proposed approach is able to improve
almost all results from the F&O execution. There is only one positive deviation of 0.12% for instance AK502432.

[ 32/7 ]
[ 25/14 ]

If all results are considered, the most relevant average deviation is
-3.01% from SH and the the average deviation from F&O is the
second best value reaching -2.15% in set A+.

[ 23/16 ]

[ 35/4 ] [ 36/3 ]

HMGA

SH

[ 31/8 ]

[ 26/13 ]

F&O

Table 4. Average deviations in set B+.
Instance
BG511132
BG511142
BG512131
BG512142
BG521132
BG521142
BG522130
BG522132
BG522142
BK511131
BK511132
BK511141
BK512131
BK512132
BK521131
BK521132
BK521142
BK522131
BK522142
Average

AMH
0.37
-3.67
-2.80
-17.66
-8.31
-2.12
-1.12
-11.76
-16.88
-1.38
-0.68
-9.91
-1.99
-0.46
-3.99
-4.16
-7.02
-1.60
-11.63
-5.62

SH
-1.44
0.85
-3.56
-5.69
-2.62
-1.43
-0.16
-3.12
-9.48
-4.09
-8.77
-4.30
-2.38
-2.94
-1.50
-3.31
-6.75
-5.83
-10.33
-4.04

F&O
-0.09
0.74
-1.31
-0.85
-0.74
-1.91
-0.83
-2.93
-5.15
-0.86
0.23
-4.51
-0.06
-1.36
-1.71
-0.79
-0.48
0.23
-0.58
-1.21

HMGA
0.29
-0.08
-0.41
0.02
-0.09
-0.04
0.26
-0.32
-0.87
-0.56
-0.93
-4.38
-0.19
0.81
-1.35
-1.48
-2.77
-0.41
-0.40
-0.68

Negative deviations (improvements) are larger for instances in set
B+ as reported by Table 4 than those depicted in Table 3.
There is one positive deviation from AMH with 0.37% (BG511132)
and another one from SH with 0.85% (BG511142). The best improvement values reach -17.66% (BG512142) from AMH and 10.33% (BK522142) from SH. The method improves in more than
4% the SH and AMH deviations on average.

Figure 4. Number of best results

The edge direction points to the method with better performance.
Thus, the head node always indicates the method with larger number of best results than the method in the tail head.
The weights in Figure 4 consider the total of 39 instances solved,
20 of set A+ and 19 of set B+. The average solution found by
HcGA outperforms AMH, SH and F&O in more than 30 out of 39
instances as indicated by the weights [35/4] from tail nodes AMH
and F&O, [38/1] from tail node SH.
The weighted edge from HMGA to HcGA has values [25/14],
meaning also a superior performance of HcGA with 25 best results
found. F&O outperforms AMH and SH, but it is not able to reach
a larger number of best results when compared with the two hybrid
approaches (HcGA and HMGA).
The two-tailed Mann-Whitnet U test [12] was also applied, considering the significance level of 2% as threshold for the significance
difference between the methods results.
In this case, a directed acyclic graphs (DAG) is provided for the
outcomes returned by the two-tailed Mann-Whitnet U test. The
DAG follows the representation proposed in [21], where a directed
edge from a node Mi to a node M j indicates that M j has better
outcomes than Mi . The nodes also represents the methods in the
DAG as shown by Figure 5.

The number of positive deviations increased by 3 instances against
F&O, but the HcGA is still better taking into account the average
deviation in the whole set B+ (-1.21%).

The DAG in Figure 5 allows concluding that there is no significance
difference between the performance of hybrid approaches. However, HcGA and HMGA provide results for set A+ and B+ which
are signficantly better than all other approaches.

The positive deviations decreased against HMGA to 4 instances,
where the worst value is +0.81% in BK512132 and the best is
−4.38% in BK511141. However, the average deviation value
(−0.68%) summarizes the several deviations close to 1% obtained
for many instances.

5.

Figure 4 compares the total number of best results found by each
method using a directed graph.
The nodes represent methods and a pair of weights [x/y] is assigned
to each edge, where x is the number of best results found by the
method indicated in the head node and y the number of best results
of the method in the tail node.
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CONCLUSION

A hybrid compact genetic algorithm (HcGA) is proposed in this
paper as approach to solve the Multi-Level Capacitated Lot Sizing
Problem (MLCLSP) with overtime. Two hybrid issues are associated with the compact genetic algorithm: the resolution of a linear
programming model (MLCLSP-LP) and a fix and optimize heuristic.
A probability matrix P related with the individual representation
generates individuals through the method execution. The individu-

13

As a future works, the method will be evaluated solving more complex benchmark instance sets, which take into account larger number of products, periods and machines as well as backlogging constraints. The extended compact genetic algorithm is also another
approach being studied to be applied in the MLCLSP.

AMH

HcGA

SH
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7.
HMGA

F&O

Figure 5. Directed acyclic graph from two-tailed MannWhitnet U test

als are represented as a binary matrix generated using P. Thus, the
cGA tries to find better configurations for binary variables of the
MLCLSP. The linear programming model is resolved to determine
continuous variables and their related costs from the individual representation. The fix and optimize heuristic tries to improve the better individual generated from P at each iteration, solving several
MIP sub problems.
The computational tests were executed over two sets of benchmark
instances from literature. First, the method was evaluated using a
probability matrix P initially set with different values. The results
show that the 50% probability is not enough to provide good solutions for the MLCLSP. It is necesssary a probability greater than
80% as initial value for P.
Next, the results found by HcGA were compared with four methods
previously applied to the same problem. The method are two timeoriented decomposition heuristics (AMH and SH), a hybrid multipopulation genetic algorithm (HMGA) and the procedure fix and
optimize (F&O).
HcGA presents a better performance solving instances with setup
time. The method reaches more than 4% of improvement for these
instances mainly when compared with the solutions found by AMH
and SH. In fact, the average results of HcGA outperforms the timeoriented decomposition heuristics in both sets for the majority of
instances.
Also, HcGA returns competitive results against the other evolutionary approach (HMGA). It is worthy to highlight in this case that
HcGA presents a simpler algorithm when compared with HMGA,
once that several populations do not need to be stored and evolved.
The improvement reached by HcGA also outperforms those obtained applying only F&O over the instances. This indicates that
the proposed hybridization is worthy.
These conclusions are supported by the statistical results reported,
where it is not possible to say that HcGA is better than HMGA.
However, these hybrid approaches outperform the other methods
taking into account the significance level of 2%.
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ABSTRACT
Energy consumption of IT increased continuously during the last
decades. Numerous works have been accomplished for improving
energy efficiency of hardware whereas software energy efficiency
has been ignored for a long time. This contribution presents a
novel approach for estimating energy consumption of computer
systems in dependency of software-caused workloads in different
execution environments. The system is the basis for automatic
optimization of software execution in an energy-efficient way by
finding the best-suiting host computer (and best-suiting peripheral
devices). Thus, it opens novel ways to further improve energyefficiency of IT systems by migrating software-caused load to an
energy-efficient target.
Exemplary, the approach is tested in a virtualized data center
environment, where virtual machines are the applications. The
presented approach is a vehicle for automatically computing an
energy-efficient virtual machine placement. The paper presents a
new algorithm for estimating virtual machine power consumption,
which consists of CPU power consumption estimation as well as
power usage estimation of peripheral components like hard disk
drive and network interface controller. The accuracy of the
presented approach is proved by means of measurements.1

of worldwide energy production, whereas the growth is
tremendous. The energy consumption of data centers almost
tripled within the years 2000 and 2010, which corresponds to an
average annual growth rate of about 12 % [6][7]. As energy costs
are rising too and governments come under pressure to reduce
carbon dioxide production, novel technologies have to be
developed to reduce energy consumption of IT systems. During
the last years a lot of techniques appeared for improving IT
energy efficiency. Most innovations have been evolved in the
field of mobile computing as mobile systems need to be very
energy-efficient for having a longer battery-driven runtime. But
also in the field of data centers a lot of innovations took place as
the energy costs of data centers became more and more an
important cost factor for data center operators. Virtualization for
reducing the number of physically running computer systems is
one important power consumption technique and the basis for this
work as well. Nevertheless, most existing techniques focus on
improving energy efficiency of hardware, whereas software issues
are an important research field.
Techniques for improving energy efficiency of software execution
can be employed during two phases of software life cycle:
·

Code changes towards a better energy efficiency may be
used during development and compile time such as reducing the
number of memory accesses by e.g. linking parts of the code to
scratchpad memory [12].

·

Energy consumption of software can be improved during
runtime by changing configuration of the runtime environment
to application’s demands. Current operating systems may
realize runtime environment adaption by e.g. controlling the
runtime state of components (switched-on or -off). But this may
also involve migration of load to a more energy-efficient
execution environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.8 [Operating Systems]: Performance – Modeling and
prediction; K.6.2 [Installation Management]: Benchmarks,
Computer Selection, Computer Equipment Management,
Performance and Usage measurement

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance.

Keywords
Energy Efficiency, Power Consumption Estimation, Virtual
Machine Placement.

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy consumption of IT systems constantly increased for
decades. The power demand of current data centers is about 1.5 %
1

For both approaches an energy profiling of the application is
mandatory as well as an estimation of energy consumption after
change. In the following, current energy profiling and estimation
solutions are identified before our novel power estimation system
is presented in an example use case.
In [2] the authors present PowerScope, a combined hard- and
software solution for measuring power consumption of software
and software parts, which is used for developing mobile
applications. The presented approach is directly only usable for
uni-core systems, which may not be sufficient today as multi-core
technology even arises in the field of mobile computer systems.

Copyright is held by the authors. This work is based on an earlier
work: SAC'13 Proceedings of the 2013 ACM Symposium on
Applied Computing, Copyright 2013 ACM 978-1-4503-16569/13/03. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2480362.2480579.

In [10] Snowdon et al. present the Koala power prediction system,
which was implemented as part of the Linux kernel. Koala
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enables the OS kernel to predict the power consumption behavior
when changing core frequency and voltage using Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS). For accurate power
estimation Koala needs predefined power consumption models,
which are highly architecture-dependent and therefore, have to be
assembled for any new processor. In [8] and [9] the authors
present measurements for acquiring the power consumption of
virtual machines using existing measuring tools. They do not
estimate power consumption. In [5] an interesting approach is
presented which uses a software system for measuring and
estimation of virtual machine power consumption. The presented
approach is comparable to the work in this contribution but not
accurate for any computer architecture. Their approach includes a
power consumption model, which assumes a linear dependency
between power consumption and load of the CPU, which is a
common assumption in literature. As we show in this
contribution, a linear function for characterizing the dependency
between power and load is not generic enough for mapping
current processor features.
The present contribution introduces a power measurement and
estimation method for virtual machines with a self-adaptable
power model. The power model adapts itself to the underlying
architecture and thus, acquires accurate results on computer
systems with different power management features. It probably
even works on future architectures, which are currently unknown.
The model is very generic and does not presuppose special power
features like e.g. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
(DVFS). Using this power model we present an estimation of
power consumption of CPUs as well as peripheral devices.
Furthermore, the paper introduces implementation facts of the
approach as part of a virtual machine placement algorithm, which
finds a virtual machine placement with highly improved energy
efficiency. Results of the power measurement and estimation
system, which show its accuracy, are presented in the end of the
paper.

2. CAESARA SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The work presented in this contribution is part of a joint project
between industry and the University of Rostock in Germany. Goal
of this project is the improvement of data center energy efficiency
by enhancing the utilization of physical server systems. This is
realized by dynamic load migration between physical servers
within the data center. Depending on a amount of load and
environment parameters within the data center, the best placement
of virtual machines (VMs) and a suitable configuration of the air
condition as well as systems of the building automation shall be
calculated in a dynamic and holistic way [13]. For finding an
energy-efficient virtual machine placement, it is an essential
prerequisite to estimate the power consumption of the data center
when executing load on different physical server systems. As load
consists not only of CPU load, peripheral devices such as hard
disk drives and network interfaces have to be taken into account
as well. Furthermore, varying load conditions have to be
investigated.
Before presenting our approach, we will introduce the system
architecture of our CAESARA framework (Combined
Architecture for Energy-Saving by Auto-Adaptive Ressource
Allocation), which implements our VM power consumption
estimation mechanism (Figure 1).
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Every physical machine of a CAESARA data center is called EClient. An E-Client includes a Xen hypervisor as virtualization
solution and our E-Client software, which periodically acquires

Figure 1. CAESARA system architecture
the physical machine’s system status and sends it to a dedicated
server system. A resource-optimized web service interface
(WS4D [14]) is used for communication. Thus, the client uses the
software WS4D Status Client for sending and the server a WS4D
Status Device for receiving. Among other things, the status
consists of resource load information assigned to the
corresponding VMs, which can easily be determined by means of
the hypervisor. The E-Server stores this data into a database,
which holds the overall system load situation. Based on this
information the Decision Agent calculates an energy-efficient VM
placement and triggers VM migrations using the WS4D Esaver
Client and Esaver Device on client side. Currently, the decision
making is fully based on hardware load information. In a first
attempt VMs from overloaded servers will be migrated to lower
loaded machines. If there is no overloaded server anymore, VMs
from low-loaded machines are aggregated. Later unused servers
may be put into energy-saving modes.
Now this decision algorithm will be extended by energy-based
considerations. Thus, it is chosen a target system from a number
of possible candidates for a virtual machine migration that is
supposed to have the lowest power consumption when executing
this virtual machine. Therefore, a power estimation mechanism
has to be developed, which estimates power consumption before
actually executing a virtual machine on the specific server. We
will present this approach within the present paper. The developed
power consumption estimation mechanism for VMs uses existing
hardware and software components to measure the actual VM
loads and corresponding whole system power consumption. As
the resources processor (CPU), hard disk drive (HDD), and
network interface controller (NIC) have an important influence on
power consumption, they are observed regarding to the type and
duration of its utilization by a certain VM. Furthermore, these
resources can be analyzed relatively easy by the hypervisor
without needing to install an agent to the guest virtual machines.
Other components like memory accesses also influence the power
consumption and will be respected by the presented approach to a
certain degree as it is shown later. Based on individual power
models for each VM, their power consumption can be calculated
as part of the total measured power consumption of the system.
More details about the virtual machine placement can be found in
[13].
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3. POWER CONSUMPTION ESTIMATION
Total power consumption of a computer system comprises a CPU
(PC), HDD (PH), NIC (PN), and idle part (PIdle) as well as some
other components’ consumptions, which are firstly ignored. The
latter corresponds to power consumption while the system has no
load. As it is load independent it is called static power
consumption. The other portions are dynamic power
consumptions as they vary depending on the load situation. Thus,
the power consumption can be seen as a sum of the dynamic
consumptions of its components and one static part.
In literature power consumption models for CPU power usually
use linear functions for describing the dependency of load, e.g. in
[4][5][11]. This is done to simplify the model. Furthermore, it has
been shown that such a linear model is adequate in some cases.
We show in this paper that a linear dependency cannot always be
assumed. Figure 2 depicts measurements, acquired at an AMD
Phenom II processor with Turbo Core mode activated. The figure
clearly illustrates a non-linear dependency between CPU load and
power consumption. Such characteristics occur in many current
processors with integrated dynamic overclocking functions, like
AMD’s Turbo Core or Intel’s Turbo Boost. When fully loading
only some of the existing cores, the power consumption increases
drastically as the processor overclocks these cores. When having
high load at all processor cores, the overclocking feature is
deactivated as the processor might become too hot. Thus, even if
increasing the load, the power consumption reduces in this small
part of the consumption curve.

Such approaches are simple to implement and flexible, but have a
large memory footprint.
Equation 1 presents our proposed power model. Independent
variables of our regression function are the observable resource
utilizations (CPU: xC, HDD: xH, NIC: xN):

For estimating the power consumption of virtual machines in
dependency of their load, our estimation system acquires system
related parameters during two phases. The first phase (init phase)
has to be started before running any VM on the host (thus, at
startup time of the physical machine). It is deployed to evaluate
the ai,j -parameters in Equation 1 for the physical machine (PM).
These PM specific parameters specify the power consumption of a
physical machine in dependency of its load regardless of any
virtual machine running on that physical host. Thus, after the first
phase, a rough estimation of power consumption can be calculated
as the overall load of a physical host can be estimated to a certain
degree by knowledge about the load characteristics of all virtual
machines. A more detailed view on power consumption is
assembled by constantly measuring the power consumption of the
physical systems in dependency of the load situations within the
virtual machines during the second phase (runtime phase). Thus,
the same parameters, which are acquired for a physical machine
during the init phase, are now calculated for any virtual machine
on every host (VM specific parameters).
In the following, both phases will be looked at in more detail.

3.1 Init Phase

Figure 2. Power consumption depending on CPU load (load
increase core by core) on AMD Phenom II with Turbo Core
Therefore, the power consumption of components is not always a
simple function of load. In contrast to existing power models,
which assume a linear correlation between load and power
consumption, our power model will approximate the power
consumption by polynomial regression methods with varying
degrees. Thus, the degree of regression is increased as long as the
regression error is higher than a defined threshold. Using this
approach the regression function adapts to the complexity of the
specific power consumption behavior of any architecture. It can
probably even be used to model power consumption of future
architecture which power consumption schemes are still unknown.
Other flexible approaches for acquiring power consumption in
dependency of load could be table-based. Thus, measured power
consumption and the regarding load are stored within a table and
intermediate values are approximated using linear approximation.
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During the initialization phase synthetically varied load is used to
determine the systems power consumption in different situations.
The power consumption is measured by means of a smart
metering system, which actually acquires the real physical power
consumption of the server. These values in combination with the
physical server load values are inserted into polynomial regression
according to Equation 1. The degree of the regression (m in
Equation 1) is automatically increased as long as the accuracy of
approximation is beyond a user-defined limit. Thus, firstly it is
tried to use a linear regression, which suits some older
architectures very well. If the linear regression is not accurate
enough, the regression degree is increased for using a quadratic
regression analysis etc.
The result represents the best approximation for the specific
system characteristics (see also Figure 2) with a minimized
computation effort. The acquired parameters are sent by means of
a status message to the E-Server, which stores them into a
database.
For evaluating any portion of the system power, the load
generator varies load of different components independently of
each other. Firstly only the CPU load is varied and load on HDD
and NIC is minimized which results in a dynamic power
consumption of PH=PN=0. Such a workload generator tries to
load only the CPU but also produces load on the main memory,
which is not avoidable (as the code and data for execution has to
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loaded and stored in memory). Thus, the evaluated dynamic
power consumption PC always incorporates power consumption
of CPU as well as main memory. CPU power and memory power
consumption cannot be distinguished completely.
After acquiring a power consumption function of the dynamic
CPU power portion PC, further load generators independently
vary the load on HDD and NIC while trying to unload all other
dynamic power consumers. In practice it is usually not possible to
completely unload all components besides the one that is currently
measured. Especially the CPU is always consuming dynamic
power as it executes the load generator. Therefore, for acquiring
the power portion of a specific component, we use the already
computed estimation function for CPU power to subtract the CPU
power portion from the measured power consumption to get the
power consumption of any peripheral device.
In Section 4 measurements are presented showing the accuracy of
the presented approach during the init phase. Currently, only the
CPU load generator and CPU power consumption estimator is
completely implemented in CAESARA – but we will also present
measurements that examine the presented approach for acquiring
power consumption of other components besides the CPU (e.g.
HDD and NIC).

3.2 Runtime Phase
Real VM loads are measured and used to acquire VM specific
parameters during runtime phase. This is necessary, because of
varying and non-linear workloads in real data center
environments, which don’t match the synthetic load of the init
phase. To get specific VM parameters, Equation 1 is modified in a
way that it is the sum of individual VM power values (i = 1...n
with n is the number of VMs) (Equation 2):

Whenever a new VM appears on a PM, the resource utilization of
each VM, as well as the corresponding total power consumption
of the system, will be tracked for a certain time. The tracked data
will be employed to calculate the characterizing parameters of
each VM by multiple regression analysis. The multiple regression
analysis computes all unknown regression parameter values in the
PSys-function, which has independent variables for any load type
and each virtual machine. As the number of needed measurement
values depends on the number of independent variables in a
function to be analyzed, it is as high as the number of hosted
virtual machines multiplied with the number of observed
resources. Furthermore, in case of a high regression error, it is
further increased when incrementing the regression degree as
already described for the init phase. The polynomial regression
includes matrix calculations like multiplication and inversion,
which have polynomial (usually cubical) complexity. As the
problem sizes are relatively small (e.g. 100 virtual machines and 3
observed resources), current computer systems can easily compute
them.
The calculated parameters will be sent to the E-Server. After
storing in the database, the Decision Agent can use these
parameters to get more accurate power consumption estimation
while searching for energy-efficient migration decisions. After a
certain settling time, the system learned VM-specific parameters
for each VM on any PM in the data center. Thus, it is possible to
select migration targets with the lowest power consumption after
successful migration.
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Experiments show, that learning of VM parameters for many
concurrently running VMs works well, which will be shown in
Section 4. Furthermore, learned parameters for a certain PM can
be used for other PMs with the same or similar properties. This
reduces additional overhead.
Because of changes of VM’s internal applications or PM’s
hardware replacements, the parameters must be recalculated
automatically. This requires, that the estimated total power
consumption, based on the sum of certain VM values, will be
compared regularly with the measured one. If a predefined error is
exceeded, the parameters need to be updated.
The described estimation system was implemented as part of our
CAESARA energy management software in C++ programming
language. The following section will show first measurements for
getting an impression of the accuracy of the introduced approach.

4. RESULTS
Two different test systems were employed for the functional test
of our developed prototype. The first one is a current Xeon server
system with following specifications:
·

2 x Intel Xeon CPU E5620 (8 cores @ 2,4 GHz; 16 threads)

·

16 GB DDR3 RAM

·

3 x 1 TB SATA HDD

·

2 x 1000Base-T- Ethernet,

·

and Linux operating system Ubuntu Server 11.10 x64.

The second testbed, which will henceforth be referred to as AMD
Phenom II system, has the following characteristics:
·

AMD Phenom ll X6 1090T CPU with 6 cores @ 3,2 GHz

·

12 GB DDR3 RAM

·

1 x 1 TB SATA HDD

·

1 x 1000Base- T-Ethernet,

·

and Linux operating system Ubuntu 11.10 x64.

In both systems, the complete project software system with all
necessary packages and libraries, as well as the Xen hypervisor
version 4.1 were installed. Any virtual machine had the following
configuration:
·

one virtual CPU

·

128 MB RAM

·

5 GB HDD,

·

and Linux operating system Debian 6.0.3 x64.

For power consumption measurements, the Christ Elektronik
network-based power strip CLM5-IP was used, which provides
the actual total power consumption of the system every second via
a network interface.
Each measurement was repeated 10 times to reduce random error.
The shown graphs are based on arithmetic averages. The
systematic error is influenced by different sources like measuring
faults of the used power strip, the overhead of the E-Client and
Xen hypervisor software [1].

4.1 Init Phase
Firstly, results of the init phase were analyzed. A workload
generator has been implemented as part of the init phase software,
which increases the CPU load successively. It computes
arithmetic operations and control instructions to employ important
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CPU components. The generator first increases load at one core
up to 100 % before loading the next one and so on. For every load
situation the power consumption is measured using the networkbased power strip. Acquired data is the bases for calculating
above-mentioned correlation parameters as PM system
parameters. As 58 % of the dynamic power consumption is
produced by CPU load within a computer system [5], we firstly
only examined the CPU.
This approach to determine system parameters was performed on
both testbeds. Results of the measurements are shown in Figure 3.
The upper two diagrams in Figure 3 visualize the correlation of
CPU load and power consumption of the Intel Xeon server
system. It is shown a linear regression in the upper left picture as
well as a 3rd order polynomial regression in the upper right one. In
the case of a linear regression the average error is 2.6 %. The
maximum error is 10.8 % and therefore, can make a difference of
up to 20 W of calculated and actually measured power
consumption. A significant improvement of calculating the
parameters is realized by a second order polynomial regression.
With a maximum error of about 3 % and an average value of 0.6
%, the estimated power consumption can be approximated very
well. A further increase of polynomial regression’s order
improves the error not exceeding 1.9 % and an average value of
0.3 %, which corresponds to the regression curve in the upper
right diagram of Figure 3. With an average deviation of 0.7 W on
the test system, the power consumption can be precisely
determined.
The 3rd order polynomial fits the real power function very well
whereas the linear correlation cannot map the reality of such an
Intel Xeon processor. High-performance and energy-optimizing
features of Intel processors are reasons for the non-linear
dependency. A huge influence has Intel’s Turbo Boost

technology, which dynamically adjusts the clock frequencies
according to the current load situation. Furthermore, Intel’s
Hyper-Threading technology ensures an improved multitasking,
which affects the power consumption as well.
The AMD Phenom II processor supports Turbo Core technology,
which is comparable to Intel’s Turbo Boost. While deactivating
Turbo Core mode, a simple linear regression is sufficient to
calculate system parameters with high precision (left diagram in
bottom line in Figure 3). The maximum error is 2.5 % and the
average is 0.7 %. Such a measurement is definitely not
representative for current processor architectures because
technologies like Turbo Core are usually default behavior in
processors and should be deactivated only in special situations.
If Turbo Core mode is active, which is the default behavior, the
function shows another dependency, as depicted in the other two
diagrams of the bottom line in Figure 3. For this purpose, a
multiple regression with higher order than three is necessary. If
using a fourth order polynomial function, the high maximum error
of 22 % (linear regression) and 11.6 % (second order polynomial
regression) is improved to 5.5 %. Here, a doubling of the degree
halves the maximum error. A sixth order polynomial regression
supplies an acceptable precision with maximum error of 3.8 %
and an average value of 1.4 %, which is about 1.8 to 2.9 W on test
system (bottom right diagram in Figure 3).
Real world applications may show other load characteristics than
successively increasing core load as we used (e.g. even load on all
processors). For reasons of simplification, the CAESARA load
generator currently ignores this issue of different load distribution
to the cores. However, to estimate the error caused by this
simplification, additional measurements have been acquired,
which varied the load to the cores using all different load
variations. Figure 4 shows results of these measurements.

Figure 3. Init phase results
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estimation based on runtime information (PCALC) instead improves
especially during the first 50 seconds. After that the model
parameters are in a steady state and characterize the system’s
power consumption very accurate. Thus, the approach of learning
model parameters during runtime really improves the results and
furthermore, allows an adaptation to changing load behavior.

Figure 4. Power consumption in dependency of CPU load (all
possible core load variations) on AMD Phenom II with Turbo
Core
It is shown, that there is a greater spreading of the values, which
results in a higher average error of 3.1 % while using sixth order
polynomial regression (in contrast to 1.4 %). This is still a very
acceptable precision.

4.2 Runtime Phase
The accuracy of our VM tracking mechanism, which is used to
acquire the fraction of power consumption of each running VM is
evaluated in the further measurements. For CPU load generation
the same software system was used, which is already known from
init phase. It was executed within the VMs for producing random
CPU load for randomized time spans. In the virtualized test
environment, both guest VMs (Dom1 and Dom2) and the
permanently running root VM (Dom0) were executed (Figure 5).
Over a period of five minutes the average CPU load of all three
VMs and the total power consumption of the system were tracked
every five seconds. While the root VM (Dom0) has no significant
CPU load during this time (curve is always nearly at 0 % load),
both guest VMs were massively loaded. The following
polynomial regression then calculated the specific parameters for
all VMs simultaneously. PMEAS in the bottom curve of Figure 5
shows the measured system power consumption, whereas PCALC
corresponds to the estimated values using the runtime phase
approach. Both curves are nearly identical. The maximum error is
5.8 % and on average 1.1 %. Every VM with the described
properties consumes up to 17 W - 18 W on the test system only
because of its CPU load.
In 3.1 has been described that our software system first evaluates
a model for the physical machine, which is acquired during
runtime phase. This model can be used to estimate power
consumption before having further information about the power
consumption of VMs. Thus, it is a first approximation of the
power consumption behavior. During runtime the system will
acquire more information about the consumption of running VMs
and thus, can get more accurate estimation results. Figure 5 also
depicts a curve for an estimation, which is based on the model
parameters of the init phase (PBASE) only. It can be seen that this
estimation based in the init phase always underestimates the
actual value at an average of about 4 %, which is about 5 W – 8
W on the testbed. Nevertheless, it is also quite accurate.

Figure 5. Runtime phase results

4.3 Influence of Peripheral Components
As presented in Equation 1 the overall power consumption of a
computer system consists of power consumption of all
components. Furthermore, it has been shown that the accuracy of
CPU (and main memory) power consumption estimation using the
proposed model is quite good. Thus, in the following we present
measurements acquiring power consumption of peripheral
components during the init phase using the approach described in
Section 3.1.
The overall systems power consumption is measured when
executing a load generator for any peripheral device. The power
consumption of the CPU, which is produced by the inevitable
CPU load of the peripheral device load generator is estimated by
the introduced estimation model and deducted from the measured
power consumption. Thus, the consumed power of a peripheral
device can be acquired.

4.3.1 Power Consumption of HDD

It can clearly be seen in the picture that the estimation based on
init phase has a constant error during the whole test run. The

The upper chart in Figure 6 shows load of CPU and HDD during
execution of the HDD benchmark IOzone [3] in the Xen domain 1
(Dom1). It can be seen that the CPU load as well as the HDD load
varies during the runtime of 200 seconds, which is caused by the
different benchmark phases of IOzone. The bottom chart in Figure
6 shows the measured power consumption during that 200
seconds runtime (PMEAS) in comparison to the estimated power
consumption, which uses the upper-introduced power estimation
model for CPU power. It can clearly be seen that the estimated
CPU power usage is always smaller than the measured
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consumption. The difference is 6 % in average and thus
significantly higher than the average error of 1.1 % of the CPU
power estimation. As the additional load of the hard disk drive is
the only difference compared to the measurements presented in
4.2, the additional power consumption is supposed to be caused
by the HDD.

examined which reflect the relationship between CPU load and
power consumption. By using multiple regression analysis, the
software automatically could approximate every appeared power
consumption function very well. As polynomials with high degree
can be used to approximate almost every function type, the
approach should be applicable to arbitrary computer systems
(probably even to currently unknown architectures).
In order to estimate the power consumption more precisely, VMspecific parameters are required. Last measurements show the
difference between estimation of power with VM specific
parameters (PCALC) and without them (PBASE), which differ in
about 4 %. Thus, the approach of recalculating model parameters
during runtime seems to be a valuable way for the future.
It was demonstrated that parameters for multiple VMs can be
calculated at the same time within two testcases. This saves
tracking phases in later practical use, and thus reduces online
costs. By simultaneous determination of the parameters for three
VMs, an average error of only 1.1% was shown on the test
systems. Divided among the three VMs, the power consumption
of each domain can be estimated with an error of less than 0.4 %,
which only corresponds to 0.5 to 0.8 W on the test machine. This
result is very promising in terms of the described application of
energy-efficient VM migrations.

Figure 6. Load and Power Consumption of HDD

4.3.2 Power Consumption of NIC
The same procedure is repeated with the network interface
controller. The benchmark tbench is employed to load the network
interface by avoiding load on other components like HDD. The
upper chart in Figure 7 shows the load of CPU and NIC during
benchmark runtime of about 300 seconds. The bottom picture in
Figure 7 shows the measured system power consumption as well
as the estimated power consumption of the CPU in dependency of
the acquired CPU load. In this case the difference is about 4.8 %,
which corresponds to about 4 Watts. This power consumption is
the additional power consumption of the network interface
controller.

Nevertheless, some issues of the presented approach have still to
be looked at in more detail. As presented in Figure 4 the dynamic
CPU power consumption on multi-core systems not only depends
on load. It also depends on the distribution of load over the cores.
Currently, it has only been shown that this second dimension of
load distribution has a quite small influence on estimated power
consumption. For more exact estimations this additional load
characteristic has to be taken into account as well. Therefore, the
number of independent variables in the power consumption
function has to be increased which also increases the computation
effort when calculating the regression parameters.
This paper presented a quite accurate approach for estimating
CPU power consumption. An approach for evaluating the power
consumption of peripheral devices has been sketched but works
currently only during init phase. It has to be examined how to
implement it during runtime phase as it cannot be ensured that the
components are loaded independently after initialization.

6. CONCLUSION AND APPLICATIONS
This contribution presented a novel approach for estimating
energy efficiency of virtual machines on different hardware
platforms and thus, can be used to automatically find the bestsuiting execution environment for VMs. The approach can be
used to acquire CPU power consumption. It has also been shown
that it is applicable for power consumption of peripheral devices
as well. It has been presented that the results of the CPU power
consumption estimation are very accurate as the average error is
only about 1.1 %. For further enhancements, additional tests with
other hard- and software configurations may be performed.
Furthermore, the tests should be executed with real world
workloads, wherein the energy savings by energy-efficient
migrations can be determined.
Figure 7. Load and Power Consumption of NIC

5. Discussion
Using various experiments the functionality of the developed
solution could be demonstrated. Different function types were
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The developed concept provides a solution for the power capping
problem in virtualized data centers. Power capping is a common
technique in data centers to improve energy efficiency. By
hardware-based throttling of the performance of individual
servers, the total power requirement is reduced. Thus, there is
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further additional power for other systems. Due to the properties
of server virtualization, this method is not directly applicable in
virtualized environments, because reducing performance of a
whole PM includes reducing performance of each hosted VM. It
would be better to cap every VM’s power consumption instead of
the whole server. The presented approach can estimate VM power
consumption, which is the basis for solving this problem.
Furthermore, the developed solution allows the measurement of
influence of certain hardware components to total power
consumption. Based on this information, the resource utilization
may be optimized. If a specific device consumes much power, its
use may be restricted. From this point of view, a new payment
system for cloud environments, based on the resulting measured
power consumption by user’s VM, may be established. Such a
payment method incorporates real energy costs of the Cloud
infrastructure provider. Furthermore, it is fair to customers as
users executing energy-efficient code in the Cloud pay less.
It’s not only possible to determine the energy behavior of
hardware resources, but also of individual VMs and therefore of
individual applications. This allows creating customized power
profiles for VMs, groups of similar applications, or even users.
The power profiles of applications can provide conclusions for the
software developers to optimize the power performance of their
programs.
As shown, the developed solution provides a variety
approaches to significantly improve energy efficiency of
systems. In addition to the optimization of each individual
system, the presented approach creates a novel way for
additional energetic and associated financial savings potential.
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ABSTRACT
Adaptation is an increasingly important requirement for software systems executing in large-scale, heterogeneous, and
dynamic environments. A central aspect of the adaptation methodology is management of contextual information
needed to support the adaptation process. A major design
challenge of managing contextual data lies in the fact that
the information is partial, uncertain, and inherently suitable
for diverging interpretations. While existing adaptation solutions focus on techniques, methods, and tools, the challenge of managing and interpreting ambiguous contextual
information remains largely unresolved. In this paper, we
present a new approach to knowledge management in adaptation feedback control loops that aims to overcome these
issues by applying fuzzy set theory and approximate reasoning. Our new knowledge management scheme interprets
imprecise information and effectively integrates this information into the adaptation feedback control loop. To test
and evaluate our solution, we implemented it in an adaptation engine to perform rate control for media streaming
applications. The evaluation results show the benefits of our
approach in terms of flexibility and performance when compared to more traditional methods, such as TCP-friendly
rate control.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication networks]: Distributed
Systems

General Terms
Design, Management, Experimentation

Keywords
adaptation; fuzzy rules; rate control;

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the ubiquitous proliferation of large-scale software systems operating in highly dynamic environments, autonomous system execution in presence of everchanging oper1
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ational settings and personalized user requirements become
increasingly important. Design of modern software systems
consequently emphasizes self-adaptive capabilities whose goal
is to provide one or more of the self-* properties (self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization, and self-protection).
In order to support the control tasks that constitute the
adaptation process, there is a need to collect, store, and
interpret relevant contextual information. A major design
challenge of managing contextual data lies in the fact that
the information is partial, uncertain, and inherently suitable
for diverging interpretations. For example, media streaming
applications may need to adapt the streaming protocol and
its configuration parameters when the packet loss fraction
becomes “high” or the amount of bandwidth available on a
shared link becomes “low”. Yet, the threshold for being high
or low depends on a great deal of factors and settings that
vary at runtime whereas the assessment of runtime parameters (such as a packet loss fraction or available bandwidth)
is essentially partial and imprecise. This challenge is further
aggravated by the need to maintain the adaptation process
over time and evolve its individual elements independently
of the rest of the system: When new versions of the streaming protocol become available, it may be beneficial to start
using them under the same conditions of packet loss and
bandwidth. Monitoring of runtime parameters may need to
be dynamically adjusted. New rules that trigger the adaptation can be added on the fly. If multiple rules can be applied
to the same situation, then which rules to be applied need
to be effectively resolved. In fuzzy logic this issue can be
addressed by assigning relative weights to the rules and by
dynamically adjusting the them. If the network link is upgraded or if the media streaming application updates the requirements (e.g., because of switching to a different encoder
or a different video client), this will affect the interpretation
of “low” bandwidth for the same rule.
In this article, we propose a complete yet highly modular
approach for knowledge management in adaptive systems
that facilitates interpretation of imprecise or vague contextual information. The approach is based on applying fuzzy
set theory [23], which allows the separation of knowledge
from its interpretation, so that the interpretation can be
independently formulated and updated. Additionally, the
knowledge management approach comprises a variation of
the well-known MAPE-K control loop [8] adapted for dealing with fuzzy knowledge. The MAPE-K model aims at
separating the concerns of the adaptation process from the
application logic, improving the reusability of the middleware framework. The modularity of our approach promotes
individual evolution of different aspects of knowledge man-
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agement: formalization of a shared vocabulary, imprecise
interpretation of concepts, definition of strategies/policies,
and specification of the adaptation mechanism, as we further discuss and illustrate in Section 5.
While there exist a few works that employ principles of fuzzy
set theory in connection with adaptation, each of these works
only focuses on a particular adaptation aspect without considering how fuzzy set theory can be weaved into the entire
adaptation control loop in a modular way. In [5, 22, 10] the
authors implement heuristic controllers based on imprecise
information. However, these controllers are based on fixed
ad-hoc knowledge management, which might compromise
the solution reusability and its ability to evolve. Fuzzy sets
and fuzzy logic have also been applied to develop specification languages for presenting adaptation requirements and
goals [20, 1]. While these languages provide a systematic
way of describing uncertain knowledge, it may be non-trivial
to implement them and support these goals at runtime.
In order to validate the proposed approach, we have integrated it into a adaptive video streaming application scenario and evaluated its impact on the performance of the
application. We demonstrate how the approach allows the
construction of an adaptation engine that effectively controls
the streaming rate according to bandwidth availability. To
concretely show the efficiency of this engine, we evaluate
its performance through a set of simulations (using the ns2 network simulator), and compare it with an alternative
implementation that uses the standard network level TCP
Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) protocol [7]. The simulation
results confirm that our adaptation method is capable of producing smoother bitrate changes while keeping the loss rate
acceptable. We also evaluate the benefits of the achieved
bitrate in terms of the quality of the corresponding video
stream according to a set of standard metrics, such as Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM). Considering the same encoding reconfiguration
method for both protocols, we show that the video streams
produced using the proposed fuzzy logic control generally
achieve a 10% to 30% better quality than the video streams
produced using the TFRC protocol.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2
presents two application scenarios that illustrate the potential benefits of the proposed approach. Section 3 discusses
knowledge management in our approach, showing how a
shared vocabulary is specified and used to build adaptation
policies. Section 4 describes how a fuzzy inference engine
can be integrated into a MAPE-K adaptation loop, while
in Section 5 the main advantages of the proposed modular
approach are discussed. Section 6 presents the evaluation of
our approach for the video streaming application scenario.
Section 7 discusses related work, and finally Section 8 provides some concluding remarks and outlook to future work.

cussed throughout the article and used in our extensive evaluation. The second scenario is planning-based adaptation,
in which we discuss how our approach can be used as an
alternative to utility equations.

2.1

Adaptive video streaming

The application scenario that is used throughout this article consists of a video streaming application, in which client
nodes can connect to media servers to receive video streams
in real time. Figure 1 shows the main components executing
on the server and client nodes. This illustration is representative of many existing media streaming applications (e.g.,
VLC Media Player and Darwin Streaming Server) and the
components are based on commonly used technologies and
protocols. The server is composed of an H.264 [21] component, responsible for encoding raw video data into Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) units, suitable for streaming,
and a Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [17] component, that packages and transmits the NAL units to client
nodes. During a streaming session, RTSP components also
exchange Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) control reports, which contain useful information for controlling the
session quality, such as packet loss fraction and inter-arrival
jitter.
Since clients and server may be connected through a network with variable bandwidth availability, the application
needs to continually adjust the streaming rate to match the
network characteristics. This article evaluates adaptation
scenarios that focus on the bitrate produced by the encoder
component as the primary quality dimension. Nevertheless,
the proposed methods for knowledge management presented
in Section 3 and control loop construction in Section 4 are
generic, and can be used to implement new adaptation policies (or extend existing ones) that consider other video quality dimensions, such as resolution and frame rate.
There are different approaches for implementing rate adaptation in this type of application. One approach is to rely
on network level protocols for congestion control (such as
increase/decrease algorithms) to obtain a target bitrate, and
adapt the encoder accordingly [14]. Protocols such as TFRC,
use loss rate, round-trip time and packet size as parameters
of throughput equations, designed to obtain a more accurate
estimate of the available bandwidth. TFRC is arguably the
best option for media streaming, however its throughput
equation cannot be easily modified to reflect specific features of the application model (such as encoder tolerance to
packet loss). Another approach is to completely implement
the adaptation at the application level, with algorithms to
scale up or down the video quality based on different network conditions, such as the one presented in [18].

In this section we present two application scenarios where
the proposed approach can be applied to improve context
interpretation is adaptive software systems. The first one
is adaptive video streaming, which is the main scenario dis-

A fundamental problem when adapting this application (at
the network or application layer) is the imprecision of the
information used in the reasoning and decision making processes. First, it is not possible for the application to precisely
calculate the currently available bandwidth, and this information needs to be inferred from context data fed back from
clients to servers (e.g., through the mentioned RTCP reports), which in turn, may not be accurate. Second, the desirable state (adaptation goal) needs to be expressed in terms
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Figure 1. Media Streaming Application
of imprecise context situations. For instance, does a packet
loss measurement necessarily mean congestion? What is the
acceptable loss fraction considering measurements inaccuracy? Therefore, the adaptation result may not be optimal
(e.g., bitrate overshoots and oscillations).

2.2

Planning-based adaptation

The second scenario is planning-based adaptation, where a
software configuration (components and their interactions)
is evaluated and adapted at runtime to provide the best
possible utility to end-users [16]. Different configurations
of a given application can satisfy different constraints and
provide different Quality of Service (QoS) depending on the
operating conditions and user preferences. Changes in the
operating environment or user requirements will trigger the
planning mechanism, which consists of computing the utility
of all possible configurations and selecting the one that is
most suitable for the current situation (highest utility).
One example of such an application is the Travel Assistant,
which helps travellers with route planning, ticket vending,
detecting delays, etc. This application was originally developed using the MUSIC middleware, and a more complete
description can be found in [15]. The Travel Assistant runs
in a mobile device and consists of a set of interacting components implementing different aspects of the application, such
as route planner and geographical location. Variations of
the same component type can provide the same service with
different quality levels, and the middleware is responsible to
identify relevant context changes and find the most useful
configuration according to the new context. The utility of a
given configuration is influenced by the device context (battery level, GPS signal, etc.) and user preferences regarding
cost, accuracy, and resources consumption.
The problem of imprecision can also be found in this scenario: First, QoS prediction models are used to determine
the new values for the configurations properties when a context change occur (e.g., how much battery will a given configuration consume under the new operating conditions?).
Second, subjective user preferences are used to determine
which quality properties are more important (e.g., the user
prefers high accuracy over low battery consumption). Predictions and subjective preferences are imprecise and uncertain by nature, but nevertheless, utility functions are
described as mathematical equations that try to precisely
quantify these properties and preferences. The result is the
selection of optimal configurations given the assumption of
a precise quality model. In reality, it is difficult to verify if
the optimal configuration is really better than a sub-optimal
one, since the difference might be too small to be perceived
by users. If the difference is not perceivable, than the cost
of reconfiguring the application might exceed the benefits
of the new configuration. The imprecision problem is un-
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avoidable in both scenarios, but it should at least be considered in the development process, so that the imprecision
is made explicit in the system design and correctly reflected
in the adaptation behavior. In Section 3.2 we show how we
can make the imprecision explicit in both scenarios by using
fuzzy adaptation policies.

3.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

In this section, we present our approach for systematically
organizing the adaptation knowledge. As discussed in Section 1, we have augmented the knowledge management of a
MAPE-K loop to support imprecision by applying fuzzy set
theory. Traditional set theory assumes a precise model with
no ambiguities and well known parameters, e.g., an element
either belongs to a set or does not. In cases where these
assumptions do not hold, which is often the case for adaptive systems with partial knowledge, we suggest the use of
fuzzy set theory to quantify the model’s imprecision. In the
fuzzy set theory, an element belongs to a set to some degree,
defined by a membership function. Consider, for instance,
the statement: “The packet loss fraction is high”. Using traditional set theory, a given fraction belongs either to the low
set or to the high set (boolean membership relation). Using
fuzzy set theory, since high is a subjective concept and cannot be precisely determined, a given fraction belongs to the
high set to some degree, but at the same time, it can also
belong to the low set to some degree (fuzzy membership
relation).

3.1

Structuring Application Knowledge

Most adaptive systems employ ad hoc solutions for knowledge management, where the knowledge is scattered throughout different models, making it difficult for independent entities (such as adaptation managers and individual control
tasks) to share and reuse common concepts. In our approach, the knowledge is described using domain specific
ontologies, which help in solving issues such as ambiguity,
data organization and semantic interoperability. The result
is a shared vocabulary, describing all the important concepts
in the application domain. The vocabulary can be enhanced
with imprecision and vagueness, by associating the interpretation of specific concepts with fuzzy sets.
Figure 2 shows a concept from the vocabulary used for the
streaming application. The event concept corresponds to
any relevant information observed by the adaptation engine.
The loss event concept describes information about packet
losses experienced by the application, which is used by the
adaptation controller to reason about the network condition.
The loss fraction property indicates the fraction of packets
that were not received by the client since the last report.
This vocabulary is then extended with fuzzy predicates, so
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Figure 2. Loss event concept

Figure 3. Loss fraction membership functions
that the loss fraction property can be classified as high, acceptable and low (with different confidence levels obtained
by applying the corresponding membership functions).
Figure 3 shows the membership functions used to interpret
the loss fraction concept, corresponding to the predicates
in Figure 2. In this case, we have used piecewise linear
functions for simplicity, although other types of functions
can be used (Gaussian, sigmoidal, etc.). Piecewise linear
functions are easier to specify and computationally efficient
(the imprecision regions between no membership and full
membership are captured by simple linear functions), and
are frequently used in fuzzy systems.
It is important to notice that membership functions represent the developer’s knowledge about the application domain. The developer of the adaptive streaming application,
for instance, knows that 10% is definitely a high value for
loss fraction and 0% is a low value. He/she also knows that,
in some cases, values between 0 and 2% can be tolerated by
the video decoder (although the exact values are uncertain),
and uses a trapedoizal shape for the acceptable function, as
shown in Figure 3. In later development phases, these functions can be fine tuned to reflect new knowledge and better
understanding of the application behavior.

3.2

Fuzzy Adaptation Policies

The shared vocabulary constructed with fuzzy concepts allows the introduction of fuzzy logic into the adaptation reasoning process. Instead of using conventional boolean statements (e.g., loss fraction ≥ 2.0%), it is now possible to apply
fuzzy logic statements containing linguistic predicates (e.g.,
loss fraction is high). Fuzzy statements are employed in our
approach to create rules, which can be grouped into high-
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level policies to drive the adaptation process. For example,
by using the loss fraction concept described earlier, a simple
increase/decrease rate control policy could be built with the
following set of rules:
RULE 1: IF loss_fraction IS low
THEN adjustment IS positive;
RULE 2: IF loss_fraction IS high
THEN adjustment IS negative;
RULE 3: IF loss_fraction IS acceptable
THEN adjustment IS null;
In the above rules, adjustment is the rate adaptation parameter (related to a reconfiguration method), and positive,
negative and null indicate respectively an increase, decrease
or no change in the rate. The evaluation of this set of rules
will produce membership degrees for all three rate adaptation possibilities, that will finally have to be converted to
a single crisp value through a process called defuzzification,
discussed in Section 4.
We have extended the above simple policy to implement
a fuzzy proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller to
adapt the video streaming application. The proportional
term is already captured by the increase/decrease rules, since
the rate adjustment is proportional to the loss fraction. The
integral term represents the accumulation of the losses over
time, and can help in stabilizing the adaptation process.
The derivative term represents the rate of change, and can
make the adaptation more responsive to considerable loss increases. The integral and derivative terms are also described
as properties of the loss event concept shown in Figure 2,
and are associated to fuzzy predicates describing the membership to the appropriate fuzzy sets: positive and negative
for the integral term (accumulated loss) and increasing and
decreasing for the derivative term (change rate).
The complete set of rules is presented below. The rules
are weighted (using the keyword WITH ) to give different
importance to the PID terms, and round-trip time (RTT)
information is included to prevent possible latency increase
caused by buffering.
RULE 1: IF loss_fraction IS low AND
RTT IS NOT high THEN
adjustment IS positive WITH 0.4;
RULE 2: IF accumulated_loss IS negative
AND RTT IS NOT high THEN
adjustment IS positive WITH 0.2;
RULE 3: IF change_rate IS decreasing
AND RTT IS NOT high THEN
adjustment IS positive WITH 0.4;
RULE 4: IF loss_fraction IS high THEN
adjustment IS negative WITH 0.4;
RULE 5: IF accumulated_loss IS positive THEN
adjustment IS negative WITH 0.2;
RULE 6: IF change_rate IS increasing THEN
adjustment IS negative WITH 0.4;
RULE 7: IF loss_fraction IS acceptable
THEN adjustment IS null;
Note that these rules use the vocabulary defined in the domain ontology (Figure 2), and offer a description of the adaptation process that is linguistically close to how a human
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would describe them. Also, since the only numerical values
used are the relative weights, the set of rules is likely to remain the same as the application evolves, while the membership functions would be changing to reflect new knowledge
with more precise values.
One recurrent problem with traditional adaptation policies
is the possibility of conflicts, which is aggravated by the
boolean nature of the decision making process. This problem can be alleviated with fuzzy logic, where the evaluation
of each rule results in a degree of truth instead of true and
false values, facilitating the choice and prioritization of the
actions. For instance, when evaluating the set of rules described above, adjustment can be positive and negative at
the same time, with different degrees of truth for different
rules. By applying simple methods for accumulation and defuzzification, the results can be combined and converted to
a single adjustment value, as will be discussed in Section 4.
If there are multiple policies resulting in multiple conflicting
actions, then a strategy to prioritize actions should be applied, such as executing only the action with highest degree
of truth. In the video streaming application scenario, since
the adaptation consists of adjusting only a single parameter, policies implemented as fuzzy rules are sufficient and
conflicts are not likely to happen.
The presented knowledge model also supports the use of
fuzzy rules as an alternative way of expressing goal policies
and utility functions, producing approximate solutions instead of optimal ones, as we are going to show next using
the Travel Assistant application discussed in Section 2.2.
The utility of a given configuration of the Travel Assistant
application is defined as a function of the accuracy that the
configuration can provide (in terms of map detail, route reliability and location precision) and how much battery the
configuration might consume: utility = wacc ∗ accuracy +
wbat ∗(1−battery). In this function, the user preferences are
captured in form of relative weights (wacc and wbat ). The
main assumption used to formulate the utility function is
that “the user always prefers high accuracy and low battery
consumption” [15]. However, the imprecision of the low and
high concepts in this statement is not preserved in the utility function. The same assumption can be easily converted
into a set of fuzzy rules that, unlike the utility equation,
preserves the imprecision of the statement:
RULE 1: IF accuracy IS high AND battery IS low
THEN utility IS high;
RULE 2: IF accuracy IS low AND battery IS high
THEN utility IS low;
RULE 3: IF accuracy IS high AND battery IS high
THEN utility IS medium;
RULE 4: IF accuracy IS low AND battery IS low
THEN utility IS medium;

and build fuzzy policies that can produce results closer to
weighted sum equations:
RULE 1: IF accuracy IS high
THEN utility IS high WITH w_acc;
RULE 2: IF battery IS low
THEN utility IS high WITH w_bat;
RULE 3: IF accuracy IS low
THEN utility IS low WITH w_acc;
RULE 4: IF battery IS high
THEN utility IS low WITH w_bat;
By replacing utility equations with fuzzy policies, we make
the imprecision of relevant properties explicit, and separate the interpretation of these imprecise properties (ontology concepts) form the adaptation policies. This approach
presents several benefits for the evolution of the application,
as is further discussed in Section 5. Another benefit is the
stabilization of the adaptation process. In a dynamic environment, the application context is constantly changing and
therefore adaptation mechanism will be activated frequently.
When using utility equations, the optimal configuration is
always applied even when the utility difference between the
current configuration and the new one is very small. By
using fuzzy sets instead of numeric utility values, we can
reduce the number of reconfigurations, since different configurations that are part of the same utility fuzzy set can be
considered equally useful to users.

4.

FUZZY ENGINE AS A MAPE-K LOOP

In this section, we propose a new effective way of introducing approximate reasoning into a MAPE-K adaptation loop,
by exploiting the imprecise nature of fuzzy policies. We will
use only the video streaming application as example in this
section, but the general adaptation loop can also be applied
in combination with a planning-based adaptation middleware. To help us to describe and construct a control loop
for the streaming application, we have developed a prototype of a flexible framework for adaptation, which is based
on a conceptual model defined in a previous work [13]. The
framework provides support for the description and implementation of MAPE-K control tasks as semantic enabled
services (using OWL-S notation [11]), allowing us to make
design decisions at the level of individual control tasks. The
adaptation loop is therefore described and executed as a
composite service, which in this case implements a fuzzy
inference engine capable of interpreting imprecise concepts
and evaluating fuzzy policies. Figure 4 illustrates the adaptation loop where the steps of the fuzzy inference process
are mapped to the appropriate control tasks of a MAPE-K
loop.

These rules are independent of the interpretation of the
low and high terms for the accuracy and battery properties, which can be formulated as membership functions. The
membership functions can also reflect the user profile, since
the high and low predicates for each property may be adjusted according to the user preferences. Nevertheless, relative weights can also be used to devise rules that give preference to either battery consumption or accuracy individually

The adaptation process assumes a shared knowledge base,
as shown in Figure 4. We have implemented the knowledge
base as a simple repository service, that feeds adaptation
rules to the control tasks forming the adaptation loop. The
other elements of the shared knowledge, such as the domain
specific ontology discussed in Section 3.1, are made available
as web resources. The tasks are configured to use those resources as part of their own vocabulary, so they can correlate
the linguistic terms used in the rules with the corresponding
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Figure 4. Control loop for the application scenario
concepts in the ontology.
The feedback control loop starts with the monitoring task,
which aggregates context data received from sensors deployed in the application. For the streaming application,
the sensors are simple plug-ins that intercept RTCP reports
and forward them to the monitoring task. This task extracts
the context information from the reports (loss fraction and
RTT), derives other required inputs (accumulated loss and
change rate) and produces the events consumed by the analyzing task. At this point, the loss event contains only crisp
(i.e., raw) numerical values for its properties.
The analyzing task is responsible for the inference process,
converting the crisp context data into membership degree
values (fuzzification) and evaluating the rules. Events are interpreted according to the shared vocabulary, and the fuzzy
predicates (with the appropriate membership function) are
applied to obtain the membership degrees. After evaluating all the rules, the results should be combined in order
to obtain a single membership value for each possible action (i.e., the results of rules 1,2 and 3 need to be combined
to obtain the membership degree for the positive set). The
combination is done by using the rule weights (if present)
in a sum function that aggregates the membership degrees
for each action. This aggregation method is closer to the
PID method, but can also be configured statically or dynamically, as a parameter to fine tune the adaptation loop.
Yet another configurable parameter is the method used to
implement the fuzzy operators. We have applied the traditional min and max implementation of the AND and OR
operators, respectively [23].

characteristics of system, for instance, if the adaptation loop
is running on a resource constrained device (e.g., the Travel
Assistant application), a method that satisfies the computational efficiency criteria would be preferable. For the video
streaming application scenario, we have selected the center
of gravity (COG) method as it satisfies the continuity criteria. This criteria is important for control systems, and
states that small variations in the inputs should not cause
big changes in the output. With COG, the output of the
planning task is affected by the membership values of all
possible actions, and not only by the one presenting the
maximum degree.
Once the planner finishes the defuzzification process, it notifies the acting task of the selected action and the final crisp
value (percentage to increase or decrease). The acting task
executes the adaptation through a set of actuators plugged
into the application. If the resulting output belongs to the
null set, then no action is taken. If the output belongs to
the positive or negative sets, the actuator is invoked to apply the rate adjustment using the reconfiguration method
offered by the H.264 encoder. The described control loop
is reusable and does not require any particular programming model, making its integration into legacy systems easier. However, extra development effort is required to plug
the controller into the managed system, as sensors and actuators are application-specific.

5.

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED
MODULAR APPROACH

The modular nature of our approach enables the individual
evolution of different aspects of knowledge management in
adaptive systems. The first aspect is the shared vocabulary,
which is specified as domain specific ontologies. Those ontologies can be formulated and evolved independently of the
adaptation controller, and can be reused by various control
tasks and in different adaptation policies. The loss event
presented in Figure 2, for instance, could have been initially
defined as containing only the Loss Fraction property, and
later evolved (as a consequence of new requirements and
adaptation knowledge) to include the Accumulated Loss and
Change Rate properties, needed by the rules implementing
the PID controller. Without using a modular approach, the
adaptation knowledge would have been scattered among different policies and at the risk of developing incompatible
vocabularies.

The planning task determines what action should be taken,
considering the membership values of all possible actions
provided by the analyzing task. The planner implements
the defuzzification method, which is also a configuration parameter of the control task. There are many defuzzification
methods that can be applied, such as center of mass, center of gravity and diverse maxima methods [23]. There are
also different criteria for selecting the appropriate method,
such as continuity and computational efficiency [9]. The
developer can select the appropriate method based on the

The second aspect is the interpretation of concepts. In our
approach the fuzzy sets can evolve independently of the
adaptation rules using them. One example is the acceptable fuzzy set shown in Figure 3: a particular loss fraction
measurement can be interpreted as acceptable if it presents
a high degree of membership to this set. By adjusting the
membership function that defines the acceptable fuzzy set,
the adaptation behavior can be changed to be less tolerant
to packet loss, without the need to modify any of the adaptation rules. Likewise, in the Travel Assistant scenario, the
membership functions for the battery consumption and accuracy properties can be adjusted to be more strict (closer
to precise optimal values) or more tolerant (imprecise, with
more overlapping areas). Using conventional adaptation
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rules (boolean logic) or utility equations, the interpretation
is a fixed part of the rules/equation, making it difficult to
reason about and evolve adaptation knowledge that is inherently imprecise.
The third aspect is the specification of adaptation policies.
By separating the interpretation of concepts from the policy
definition, we make it possible to specify complete and semantically correct rules with only partial knowledge about
the adaptation domain. The evolution of adaptation policies is then done at an higher abstraction level (without having to deal with numerical precision): Adding and removing
rules, augmenting existing rules with new fuzzy statements
and changing relative weights. As an example, the relative
weights that have been assigned to the rules implementing
the PID controller, can be modified in later development
iterations to give different importance to the PID terms.
This modification does not affect the interpretation of the
concepts used by the rule, but just the final accumulated result of the rule set. Another possible modification is the use
of fuzzy adverbs, such as using “utility IS very high” ,
instead of using the numerical weights in “utility IS high
WITH w_acc”. The wacc weight is a numerical value, and replacing it by a linguistic modifier can further improve the
separation of the concepts used in the rules and their interpretation.
The fourth aspect is the specification of the adaptation engine. The modularity of our approach enables the definition
of configurable MAPE-K loops with loosely coupled control
tasks, that can be easily modified according to different application requirements. The adaptation loop implementing
the fuzzy inference engine, for instance, can be reconfigured
with different implementations for the accumulation and defuzzification methods. As an example, a more lightweight
implementation of the adaptation loop could have been implemented by selecting only less complex and computationally efficient methods.

6.

EVALUATION

In this section we present the evaluation of the proposed
knowledge management approach for the video streaming
scenario. We have selected this scenario because it is possible to quantify the performance gain and compare it to existing approaches that use precise models. While the performance gain cannot be directed linked to the advantages presented in Section 5, the proposed modular approach makes
it easier to tune the adaptive behavior toward the target
performance. In the video streaming scenario, for instance,
given that the high level policy described in Section 3.2 is
correct, tuning the adaptive behavior consists of adjusting
only the membership functions. In our experience, this tuning would otherwise involve a more complex redesign of the
adaptive behavior. Therefore, the objective of the evaluation
is to show the benefits that our approach brings to the video
streaming application, in terms of bandwidth utilization and
media quality. We compared the performance of the application built using our approach with an application that uses a
conventional implementation based on TFRC protocol. The
evaluation is divided into two parts: Section 6.1 evaluates
the adaptation loop performance at the network level and
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Section 6.2 evaluates the quality gain of the produced video
streams. For the first part, we simulate different network
conditions (using the ns-22 discrete event simulator), and
compare the loss pattern and bitrates achieved by using the
fuzzy method and the ones achieved by the TRFC protocol.
For the second part, we have modified the video streaming
application to reproduce the same network conditions by replaying the recorded simulation traces, resulting in adapted
video sequences. The adapted video sequences are stored
by the receiver, and we evaluate their quality using a set of
standard video quality metrics.

6.1

Network behavior

For the first part of the evaluation, we extended ns-2 with
the RTP and TFRC implementation proposed in [2], and
with the adaptation mechanism presented in Section 4. We
have used dumbbell topologies as illustraded in Figure 5a to
simulate bottleneck links between two Internet routers (r1
and r2 ) connecting a video stream sender and receiver. Some
simulations also include n other data streams with different
characteristics competing for the same bottleneck link between r1 and r2 . We have also used parking lot topologies
as illustrated in Figure 5b, which introduce n intermediate
routers (r1 to rn in the figure) into the link. In this case,
there are producers (P1 , P2 , ...) and consumers (C1 , C2 , ...)
of data traffic connected to different routers across the link,
resulting in multiple bottlenecks with cross traffic traversing
all the routers in the path. These topologies are commonly
used to simulate bandwidth-limited bottleneck links. We
have tested a broad range of network conditions, with varying link capacities (0.5 to 10 Mbits) and number of flows
competing for the link (up to 20 flows).
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the results obtained with the first
(and simplest) ns-2 simulation scenario using the dumbbell
topology, where the link capacity is fixed and there are no
competing streams. The streaming session lasts about 10
minutes and, since there is no initial assumption about the
link capacity, the session starts at low bitrate (100 kbps).
From the figures, it is possible to see that the fuzzy rate
adaptation utilizes the whole link capacity at the cost of
a constant acceptable loss fraction (less than 1% average),
while TFRC produces large oscillations, with considerable
bitrate reductions when a loss event is detected.
Figures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) show the results of a simulation
scenario involving the competition for the link capacity between a FTP flow (TCP), a constant bitrate flow (UDP)
and the video stream (RTP). For this simulation, we have
used the Linux implementation of the TCP protocol (TCPLinux), with the new reno 3 congestion control algorithm.
The upperbound for the TCP congestion window was set
to a value large enough to allow the full utilization of the
link. This scenario shows that the fuzzy method produces
higher bitrates with less oscillations than TFRC, while keeping the loss fraction (0.49% avarage) close to the acceptable
fuzzy set. However, it should be noted that when the fuzzy
2

http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/

3

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2582.txt
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Figure 5. Network topologies used in the simulations
method is applied the bandwidth sharing is not fair, and at
some point the RTP flow will be consuming more bandwidth
than the TCP flow. If fairness is one of the application requirements, the adaptation rules and/or membership functions should be adjusted to achieve a fair behavior, otherwise
the fuzzy method is not recommended.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the average goodput (application
level throughput) and loss fraction, achieved in simulations
with fixed link capacity and increasing number of competing
TCP flows. From the graphs it may be noticed that, with
less competition and as long as the loss fraction is acceptable,
the fuzzy method displays a more aggressive behavior than
TFRC, achieving considerably higher goodput. With a high
competition, the achieved goodput is lower than the one
produced by TFRC, but the loss fraction is also lower, to fit
the acceptable set.
A number of other simulation scenarios were evaluated, and
the results were consistent with the ones presented in this
article. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the simulation results
when we applied the parking lot topology. In this case, the
traffic between adjacent routers is generated in bursts, with
sending and idle times taken from a Pareto distribution. The
bursts are intermittent and the traffic could be already interrupted when a rate adaptation occurs, which might result in
inaccurate adaptive behavior. In addition, the context interpretation becomes more challenging as we add more intermediate routers, which increases the total latency experienced
by the application and the chances of having a congested
link in the path between sender and receiver. With increasing number of intermediate routers, the simulation results
show that, even with intermittent traffic and increasing latency, the fuzzy method is able to keep the loss rate within
the acceptable set and achieve a considerably higher goodput
than TFRC in general.

6.2

Media Quality evaluation

In the second part of the evaluation, we generated adapted
video sequences using the bitrate variations and loss patterns obtained with the simulations. We used uncompressed
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video sequences4 as input for the application. The encoding
process is done at runtime to generate NAL units according to the target bitrate. When the bitrate is adapted, the
encoder is reconfigured to reduce the encoding quality for
the video frames while maintaining the same resolution and
frame rate. The loss pattern is applied to the streaming session, so the client stores the adapted video without the NAL
units lost during transmission.
We applied a set of metrics to evaluate the video quality obtained with the fuzzy method in comparison with the quality
obtained with TFRC. The chosen metrics were Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSIM),
Spatial-Temporal SSIM (stSSIM), which considers temporal distortions, and the DCT based Video Quality Metric
(VQM). PSNR is the most commonly used metric for the
evaluation of the quality difference among video frames, but
it is known to have poor correlation with subjective metrics
(the ones based on human perception) [19]. To have a more
reliable indication of the video quality, we have also applied
SSIM, stSSIM and VQM. Furthermore, we have shown that
the intensity of the adaptation and the frequency of change
per report interval are reduced when using the fuzzy method
(as can be seen in Figure 7). The amplitude and frequency
of adaptations are know to have significant impact on the
subjective quality [12], thus we believe that our approach
can improve subjective user satisfaction as well.
Table 1 summarizes the quality evaluation of video sequences
obtained from some of the simulation scenarios discussed
above. The values shown in the table are the average scores
of the adapted video sequences compared with the original
uncompressed sequences. Different portions of the sequence
may present different scores, depending on the characteristics of the frames and the target bitrate. In general, the
fuzzy method produces better video quality than TFRC according to all metrics tested. However, it should be noted
that this is only possible with the appropriate decoding support (the H.264 decoder can tolerate NAL losses).

4

Obtained from http://media.xiph.org/video/derf/
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Table 1. Video Quality Evaluation
Metric
PSNR (higher is better)
SSIM (higher is better)
stSSIM (higher is better)
VQM (lower is better)

Scenario 1 (No competing flows)
Fuzzy Method
TFRC
33.07
29.77
0.91
0.82
0.53
0.32
1.69
2.20

Scenario 2 (Figure 5)
Fuzzy Method TFRC
35.02
32.77
0.97
0.89
0.61
0.49
1.52
1.58

Scenario 3 (10 TCP flows)
Fuzzy Method
TFRC
26.17
25.24
0.76
0.78
0.34
0.26
2.31
2.53
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Figure 6. Simulation results of the fuzzy rate adaptation vs. TFRC for the first scenario.
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RELATED WORK

In this section, we present related works that apply fuzzy
logic concepts to deal with uncertainty when specifying adaptive behavior and discuss how these works differ from our
approach. In our previous short paper [13], we outlined the
idea of a flexible framework for self-adaptation. However,
while [13] discusses flexibility and evolvability at a conceptual level, this work is focused on a concrete approach for
knowledge management using fuzzy set theory.

loss fraction (%)
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(c) Packet Losses

The RELAX language by Whittle et al. [20], deals with uncertainty when defining adaptation behavior. The focus is
on requirements specification using structured natural language, that can be relaxed at runtime based on environment
changes. RELAX is in principle a language independent of
specific adaptation mechanism, therefore a runtime system
needs to be able to interpret and maintain the requirements.
The work in [6] shows how RELAX can be integrated into
the KAOS goal modeling framework. Nevertheless, the goal
model still requires runtime adaptation support.

Figure 7. Simulation results of TFRC (a) and fuzzy
rate adaptation (b) for the scenario with competing
TCP and UDP flows, and the observed packet loss
values (c)
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In [1], the authors show how an augmented KAOS model together with the RELAX notation could be integrated with
a BPEL engine, to transform the system specification into
running service compositions. These works deal with adap-

qualitative description of adaptation policies, specified at
design time and interpreted at runtime. The policies can be
composed using two different types of fuzzy rule sets: local
reconfiguration rules, for adjustment of local system properties, and architectural reconfiguration rules, which describe
the utility of a specific architecture reconfiguration. Other
control-based approaches that make use of fuzzy set theory to deal with ambiguity and imprecision include [10, 22].
These works are similar to ours in the use of fuzzy rules for
describing adaptation behavior, whereas no special attention
is given to knowledge management. The adaptation loop is
also implemented as a rigid controller, resulting in reusability issues and reducing the system’s capacity to evolve.
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Figure 8. Average goodput (a), and the observed
packet loss (b) for simulations with increasing number of competing TCP flows.
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Our work is also related to context awareness and more
specifically to Quality of Context (QoC) [4], which defines
precision as a property of the context information. The
problem of imprecision in context acquisition is aggravated
when this information is aggregated from various sources,
and the precision and accuracy of each sensor component
need to be taken into consideration. In [24], fuzzy logic is
used to obtain a reliability measure of aggregate context information. In our approach, the focus is on the knowledge
imprecision as a consequence of human interpretation, and
the membership functions represent the developer’s understanding of the context situation (which includes his/her
knowledge about sensor precision and accuracy). This way,
we avoid the complexity of defining precision boundaries for
individual sensors and managing reliability of aggregated
context, while providing support to behavior evolution based
of human knowledge.
Another relevant work, reported by Bridges et al. [3], is a
fuzzy-based framework to control a video streaming application. While the focus of this work is on strategy composition
and coordination, less attention is given to knowledge management and interpretation of contextual information. Furthermore, the authors only provide indications of the effectiveness of adaptation composition and coordination, but do
not show any improvements regarding the video rate adaptation, since the application displays similar behavior as the
increase/decrease protocol.
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Figure 9. Average goodput (a), and the observed
packet loss (b) for simulations with increasing number of intermediate routers in a parking lot topology.
tation behavior specification at a different abstraction level
(requirement elicitation) than ours, and we see them as complementary approaches, as the development process advocated by our framework can be modified to integrate structured languages used to specify requirements and goals.

CONCLUSION

In this article we have presented our approach for adaptation in presence of inherently imprecise/vague information.
We have proposed a method for organizing knowledge and
its interpretation that preserves the imprecise nature of contextual information, and demonstrated how to effectively integrate this method into a MAPE-K adaptation loop. We
have applied fuzzy set theory and domain specific ontologies
to separate the high level adaptation knowledge (adaptation
rules and policies) form its interpretation (fuzzy predicates).
We discussed how this approach can be used in two distinct
application scenarios and its benefits for the evolution of
adaptive applications.

The work by Chauvel et al. [5] presents an approach for

We have evaluated the knowledge management approach for
the case of video streaming applications, and we showed that
it generally brings benefits in terms of achieved throughput
and resulting media quality when compared to a conven-
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tional implementation using TFRC. By using the proposed
approach, we were able to identify and make contextual imprecision explicit in the adaptation knowledge for the evaluated application. In our experience, this way of describing
and evolving adaptation knowledge considerably helps the
process of tuning of the adaptive application, resulting in
the performance gain presented in Section 6.
As future work, we intend to explore other application scenarios and also investigate knowledge evolution at runtime.
We believe that by dynamically changing the membership
values, we can achieve more accurate situation dependent
adaptations. For instance, the membership function defining what is high and low battery consumption may change
at runtime depending on the current battery level. When a
device is running out of battery, it is reasonable to adjust the
high membership set to involve a bigger area of the battery
consumption space, and the low set a smaller area, because
now low consumption is critical.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a semantic agent coordination framework for
the automatic exchange of Electronic Health Records (EHR). The
framework enables health organizations that comply with the
existing interoperability standards, as proposed by the Integrating
Healthcare Enterprise (IHE), to dynamically connect in a P2P
network. A set of autonomous agents and a set of distributed
coordination rules are used to coordinate the agents in the search
of specific health records. The framework models the interactions
among the communities as a combination of the tuple centre agent
communication model with the publish-subscribe paradigm and
semantic web technologies. In order to illustrate the scalability of
our approach, we evaluate the proposed solution in distributed
settings. The contribution of this work is that it proposes the
coordination mechanisms for IHE compliant communities to
dynamically connect and share EHR of patients1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Electronic Health Records (EHRs) refer to the electronic
collection of health information data about individual patients
[15]. The advantage of EHRs is that information can be quickly
transferred and linked to best-practice guidelines to provide
decision support [14]. EHR based systems often operate in a
closed environment where patient's EHRs can be exchanged only
within one organization. As the focus of health care delivery shifts
from specialist centers to community settings [7], new research
approaches are focusing on the integration of such records across
the institutional boundaries [33]. Integrating the Healthcare
Enterprise (IHE) [20] is an initiative focusing on integration of
healthcare information systems. IHE makes a major contribution
to integration of these systems and enjoys high acceptance due to
its practical complement to existing standards such as HL7 CDA,
a standard supporting message-based information exchange of
medical data. The significance of the IHE profiles stands on the
1
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fact that they are constantly checked against practical experiences
and are continuously adapted [33]. Despite this, IHE lacks
features to handle dynamic scenarios where caregivers can
dynamically connect and exchange data [17], and mechanisms on
how patient's data are found and exchanged are yet to be defined.
To address these problems, a system is needed where up-to-date
patient's health records can be shared without prior knowledge of
the health organizations that produced the data. In particular,
semantic description of content has been recognized as a powerful
tool for data sharing [16], that, combined with agent-based
computing, can contribute to automate the collection and
processing of patient's EHRs. Agent-based systems can perform
distributed communication and reason with semantic knowledge
thus enabling EHR sharing between such heterogeneous systems.
Furthermore, agent coordination models, such as tuple centres
[26], that focus on decoupling the interaction amongst the actors,
can contribute on making the different health actors more
interoperable. On top of coordination models, a Peer to Peer (P2P)
[2] solution can link the heterogeneous health organization's
systems as peers, allowing them to interact on top of existing
network configurations and remove any central dependency for
sharing patient EHR. P2P networks have the advantage that they
scale up for a large number of peers and are more reliable that
single server architectures. To further support a large-scale
architecture, a publish-subscribe paradigm [11] can be used to
model EHR update notifications with the advantage that it allows
loose coupling between the different health organizations and it
supports many-to-many communication between them.
In this paper we propose an orthogonal solution to the existing
IHE profiles that deal with EHR exchange. We propose a
semantic publish-subscribe coordination framework that enables
various health organizations to dynamically discover and
exchange EHRs of interest. The contribution of this work is that it
provides a general coordination framework that extends the
existing interoperability standards with the ability to dynamically
exchange EHR between different health organizations. In
particular, we extend the current IHE profiles with the ability to
dynamically connect to other communities that comply with such
profiles. Furthermore we use semantics to automatically interpret
the shared knowledge between different healthcare environments
and to define the agent-based coordination mechanisms that
coordinate the exchange and interpretation of such medical
knowledge.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
our motivating case study, Section 3 summarizes the background
work for our coordination framework; Section 4 describes how we
engineer the agent-based coordination framework to deal with the
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dynamic exchange of EHRs; Section 5 describes the
implementation of our proposed system architecture; Section 6
evaluates the performance of the system; Section 7 discusses
relevant related work in the area of Semantic Interoperability and
Multi-Agent Systems that provide solutions for the eHealth field;
Finally, Section 8 summarizes the work and draws the lines for
future works.

2. MOTIVATING CASE STUDY
Our scenario is based in Switzerland, a federal country divided
into 26 counties called cantons. The health system of Switzerland
is a combination of public (i.e. hospitals) and private systems (i.e.
doctors in private clinics) and health conditions can be treated in
any of the competent healthcare providers. The Swiss
Government has recently recommended the adoption of IHE
profiles to achieve interoperability. The first pilot deployments
have just been released, such as the eToile project [12] in Geneva.
In this scenario, Mrs. Roux from Lausanne, canton Vaud, needs
urgent hospital care due to a strong chest pain in Sierre, canton
Valais, where she is on holiday. Previously she had a heart
surgery in the Hospital of Lausanne, which is also her home
community and keeps all the updates on Mrs. Roux health
records. The home community does not necessarily have a copy
of all the generated documents for Mrs. Roux, but it knows where
every document is stored. Mrs. Roux has signed a privacy consent
that allows the Hospital of Lausanne to share her health records
with other communities. The identifier of the insurance card of
Mrs Roux is used to search for her data in the Hospital of
Lausanne. Based on the privacy consents given by Mrs. Roux, the
query returns meta-data held on Mrs. Roux' records (attributes
describing her health documents but not the documents).
The doctor who visits Mrs. Roux can view the discovered
information and can consult the documents of interest by
retrieving the content from the community where these documents
are stored. This is possible because Mrs. Roux, through a web
application, gave to medical doctors the right to access her
medical data. The doctor asks for further tests to be carried out in
the hospital of Sierre. After Mrs. Roux' agreement, the tests and
the doctor's diagnosis are notified to the hospital of Lausanne.
The general practitioner (GP) and the cardiologist treating Mrs.
Roux are subscribed with the hospital of Lausanne to receive
notifications on the new generated data on Mrs. Roux. While the
GP is interested to any new generated record, the cardiologists
expresses her interest to be notified only if problems involving the
heart are detected and recorded within the EHR of Mrs. Roux.
Hospital of Lausanne automatically notifies the case to her two
doctors. Next time, when Mrs. Roux visits such facilities, her
doctors can view the relevant new information generated on Mrs.
Roux.

3.1 IHE Limitations in EHR Exchange
The IHE defines technical frameworks for different clinical and
organizational domains. An important part of these frameworks
are the integration profiles, which are defined in terms of actors
and transactions. Actors are components that act on information
associated with clinical and operational activities in the enterprise.
Transactions are interactions between actors that communicate the
required information through standards-based messages. There are
many IHE profiles that address interoperability between health
care systems. We focus on four profiles that propose solutions for
the exchange and notification of EHRs, namely Cross-Enterprise
Document Sharing (XDS), Cross-Community Access (XCA),
Cross-Community Patient Discovery (XCPD) and the Document
Metadata Subscription (DSUB) profiles.
The XDS [20] profile defines how health enterprises can interoperate to share patient-relevant documents by working as one
community with the same set of policies, patient identifications
and security mechanisms. In XDS, the data produced on a patient
can be stored in a distributed way. However a set of meta-data
regarding the record must be stored in a central registry which is
later used to find these documents.
Since XDS does not resolve document sharing among multiple
communities, the XCA profile specifies how medical data held by
other communities can be queried and retrieved. XCA assumes
that communities have pre-established agreements and knowledge
of one another. It also assumes that the community which initiates
a query towards another community, can determine the correct
patient identifier of the patient under the authority of the receiving
community [19].
The XCPD profile can locates communities which hold patient's
relevant health data and translate patient's identifiers across
communities, however it does not automate the discovery of
communities and it still requires communities to have preestablished agreements for exchanging the documents. In fact, the
actor searching for documents in the cross-community must know
beforehand which communities to contact.
Finally, the DSUB profile describes the use of subscription and
notification mechanism within an XDS community and across
communities [29]. The subscription matches the metadata of a
new published document for a given patient, and results in the
delivery of a notification. The limitation here is that the
subscription is a restriction upon the metadata defined by the
publisher. Currently, it is a common practice for different
communities to use different domain-specific coding lists (these
are the terms used to annotate the clinical documents). Thus, in
practice, if these codes are not shared by the two, the publisher
and the subscriber community have difficulties in locating the
documents.

Motivated by our scenario, we define a semantic agent
coordination framework that combines a P2P technique with
semantic publish and subscribe methodologies to support health
communities to dynamically connect, search, send and notify
relevant updates on patient data. The choice of the P2P network is
motivated by the need to have a scalable solution for a large
number of health communities. This work extends upon the
existing IHE profiles that propose a solution for EHR exchange.
In this section we explain the background works related to our
framework.

If we were to model our case study only with the current IHE
profiles, we would encounter several limitations. We could use
XCPD to locate Mrs. Roux identity in the hospital of Lausanne.
However, in order to exchange the data, the two hospitals should
have an agreement and the necessary integration in place to allow
data exchange between the two. This is because IHE profiles
define interactions as a simple message exchange and, in order for
communities to interact, they need to know a priory which
community to address. Nowadays this is not the case as patients
move considerably and they may seek medical attention in
different healthcare communities that may not know each other.
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3. BACKGROUND WORK

Even if we assume that every IHE community can achieve point
to point integration with every other IHE community, we still
have the problem of defining proactive propagation of health
information in other communities. In fact, we can use the XCA
profile to query the Hospital of Lausanne about Mrs. Roux' data
and DSUB to subscribe to events of interest. However, in order to
enable dynamic propagation of the updates, further integrations
should take place so that the communities either share the same
terminologies or map them in a way that the subscriber to some
EHR uses the codes of the subscribing community. We can
imagine that in the near future, patients will use many different
health services that do not necessarily share this level of
integration.
Motivated by the lack of support mechanisms in the above IHE
specifications, we complement the IHE approach to enable
communities to exchange data without prior knowledge of each
other. We assume that a set of IHE compliant healthcare systems
will be using our framework to discover and exchange
information with other healthcare systems. Our proposed solution
extends upon the existing XDS profile to allow any health
community to dynamically exchange EHR without undergoing the
point to point integration that would be needed with the current
IHE models. The dynamic nature of the network we want to create
requires a coordination model able to provide uncoupling among
the communities. This is why we choose a coordination
middleware, such as TuCSoN [22], which provides a general
approach for combining semantics with coordination of messages
for the purpose of EHR exchange. One limitation of TuCSoN is
that it has an unstructured P2P model which considerably
increases the time to answer semantic queries as reported in [30].
To overcome this limitation, we define a structured P2P model to
reduce the number of propagated semantic search queries and to
improve the performances.

3.2 Coordination in TuCSoN
TuCSoN [26] is an agent coordination infrastructure based on the
concept of blackboard systems, like Linda [13]. In TuCSoN,
interactions are mediated by shared tuple centres. The interacting
entities of TuCSoN can use the tuple centres to write, consume
and read tuples without necessarily having to synchronize (time
decoupling), share the same space (space decoupling) or even
without knowing each other (name decoupling) [13]. In addition
to these advantages, the interacting entities communicate by
writing and reading RDF triples, making them schema decoupled
too [4]. With these advantages, the mediation mechanisms
improve considerably the interoperability of EHR exchanging
systems as opposed to the simple message exchange. Apart from
reading, writing and consuming semantic tuples, TuCSoN allows
to engineer additional primitives to coordinate the interacting
entities.
Agents in TuCSoN interact through tuple centres by inserting (out
operation), reading (rd operation) and consuming (in operation)
tuples. Tuples are read and retrieved associatively. In order to read
or retrieve a tuple, a tuple template has to be specified so that it
can be used to find the requested tuple among all the existing
tuples in the tuple centre [22]. The tuple centres can be syntactic,
meaning that the structure of the tuple templates are known to the
agents, or semantic, meaning that the information is produced and
consumed following an ontology model. The behavior of the tuple
centres is programmable with a set of coordination rules
expressed in the ReSpecT language [25]. Using ReSpecT it is
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possible to define reactions that specify how a tuple centre reacts
to incoming/outgoing communication events. The reaction rules
syntax is defined as follows:
reaction(action, conditions, react)
where action is an operation made in a tuple centre (such as
out(tuple)), conditions specify the conditions that should be
verified in order to execute the react and react specifies a set of
communication events that take place as a consequence of the
performed action. In a ReSpecT reaction it is also possible to
specify communication events (out, in, rd) towards other tuple
centres. This is possible because tuple centres are hosted in nodes
and distributed in a network [6]. Every node can host many tuple
centres and there can be direct communications between
distributed tuple centres by addressing the right tuple centre. In
addition to point to point communications between tuple centres,
using a structured P2P network enables us to search the location
of the required information.

3.3 OWL DL and Query Language
TuCSoN uses the OWL Web Ontology Language [17] to model
semantic tuple centres in terms of domain ontologies and objects
[22]. OWL is a practical realization of a Description Logic known
as SHOIN(D) [18]. Using OWL it is possible to define classes
(also called concepts in the DL literature), properties, and
individuals. An OWL ontology consists of a set of class axioms
that specify logical relationships between classes, which
constitutes a TBox (Terminological Box); a set of property axioms
to specify logical relationships between properties, which
constitutes a RBox (Role Box); and a collection of assertions that
describe individuals, which constitutes an ABox (Assertional
Box).
Classes are formal descriptions of sets of objects (taken from a
non empty universe), and individuals are names of objects of the
universe. Properties can be either object properties, which
represent binary relations between objects of the universe, or data
properties, which represent binary relationships between objects
and data values (taken from XML Schema datatypes). Class
axioms allow one to specify that subclass (⊑) or equivalence (≡)
relationships hold between certain classes and the domain and
range of a property. Assertions allow one to specify that an
individual belongs to a class: C(a) means that the object denoted
by a belong to the class C; and that an individual is related to
another individual through an object property: R(b,c) means the
object denoted by b is related to the object denoted by c through
the property R. Complex classes can be specified by using
boolean operations on classes: C⊔D is the union of classes, C⊓D
is the intersection of classes, and ¬C is the complement of class
C. Classes can be specified also through property restrictions:
∃ R.C denotes the set of all objects that are related through
property R to some objects belonging to class C at least one; if we
want to specify to how many objects an object is related we
should write: ≤ nR, ≥ nR, = nR where n is any natural number.
To realize the framework presented in this paper, we need to
express the conditions part of the reaction rules with instructions
that reason on the semantic model. Thus, every condition is
evaluated by querying the reasoning services of an OWL DL
reasoner, sometimes Prolog predicates are used to construct some
specific function. Given that there is not an oficial standard query
formalism for OWL DL, we adopt the following formalism that is
inspired from [5] and which allows to express the queries that are
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available in the DL Query tab of Protege2. In our implementation
those queries are executed using the JENA API:
? - C ⊑ D ⇒ true/false checks the subclass relationship;
? - C ≡ D ⇒ true/false checks class equivalence;
? - C ⇒ true/false checks if the class is satisfiable;
? - C(a) ⇒ true/false instance checking;
? - C(*)⇒{a1....an} retrieval, C can be a complex class.

3.4 Structured P2P
A P2P system consists of distributed and interconnected nodes
able to self-organize into network topologies without requiring the
support of a centralized authority [2]. P2P networks can vary from
unstructured to structured topology. Unstructured P2P networks
use flooding to search for peers with the disadvantage that the
messages considerably increase with the number of peers. In
large-scale networks, in order to reduce the number of exchanged
messages, structures can be established within the P2P network.
In a structured network, a query is not forwarded to all peers, as in
unstructured P2P systems, but only to a selected set of peers. The
selection is based on a distance metric that finds the peers that are
close neighbors for a given key. The selected peers can be queried
either to store or retrieve data. The structured P2P networks can
be defined using distributed hash tables (DHT) which store and
search data based on pairs (key, value). The realizations of DHTs,
such as Kademlia [21] used here, have the advantage of scaling
logarithmically with the number of peers in the system. In fact
most of DHT based systems have equivalent search performance
cost which is O(log N), where N is the size of network [2].

4. P2P AGENT COORDINATION

FRAMEWORK FOR CROSS-COMMUNITY
EHR EXCHANGE
Our framework describes semantically the knowledge bases of
health communities and coordinates their interactions in crosscommunity EHR exchange. Given that different communities may
have different ways to present their information, we specify an
ontology that is used to define the knowledge base of every
community. This enables communities to interpret and reason on
the data that are generated from different healthcare providers. In
case two communities adopt different ontologies, mechanisms for
ontologies reconciliation may be adopted. We model the concept
of community as an entity that exposes a set of services and its
policies to enable interactions with other communities. An agent
coordination architecture is used to coordinate the interactions
across communities. Fig. 1(a) shows the architecture for one
single community. The Policy Tuple Centre contains the
coordination primitives in terms of action-reaction rules that are
used to mediate interactions among the communities. The
coordination primitives are coupled to a semantic tuple centre and
are specified using the ReSpecT language [26].
Fig.1(a) shows how every community has its own Policy Tuple
Centre containing a replica of the coordination primitives.
Currently, we use a soft model of agency where agents simply
react to specific messages exchanged in the tuple centers, as
opposed to a hard model of agency where the agents have
complex cognitive models to perform complex reasoning.

Figure 1. The logic architecture of the community nodes
Nevertheless they are essential to keep the distribution and the
autonomy of all the communities of the system. We delegate them
specific tasks that are performed when specific events happen in a
tuple centre. Thus, in every community, we specify three agents
that are responsible for performing different actions. Fig.1(a)
shows the Log Agent which is responsible for logging the
different queries performed by other communities, the Search
Agent which is responsible for performing search queries in the
P2P network and the Update Agent which is responsible for
sending and receiving updates from/to other communities.
Fig. 1(b) shows the health communities connected in a P2P
network which allows us to have a scalable mechanism for search
queries and event notification. Each Node in the P2P network
represents a community and the physical healthcare system behind
it. The communities share in the P2P only meta-information about
which community holds the data of a patient id. A community that
is interested in finding data about a specific patient, queries the
P2P to find which community holds these data performs a direct
query to the community to receive the right information. There are
other security and trust issues arising from the use of a P2P
network [3] which we are currently investigating and are subject
of future publications.

4.1 The Community Ontology
Every community has its own knowledge base. Other
communities can query or subscribe to receive updates happening
in more than one knowledge base. Fig.2 shows the classes and the
data and object properties of the OWL Community Ontology3 that
is used to create those knowledge bases. The classes are all
disjoint. The RBox of the Community Ontology contains the
following object properties (where the name of a property is
followed by its domain and its range). The TBox contains the
subsequent axioms that define cardinality restrictions for the
defined properties: The Community provides a set of Services,
follows a set of Policies, cares about Patients and subscribes to
other communities by specifying Filters. Every Patient in a
Community has a set of Documents that describe its health
records. The subscriptions to Patient’s documents are done
through Filters. The Policies of a Community relate to Patients or
to the Role that an Actor assumes within that Community.
3

2
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administration ect. The actors must act in the system by
complying with the Policies of the Community. Such Policies
define the actions that every role is allowed to perform.
When other communities are interested in updates regarding
Patient’s Documents, Policies or Actors of another Community
they subscribe to it by defining a Filter. The Filter is stored in the
knowledge base of the community that receives the subscription.
In this way, when changes happen in the knowledge base of one
community, they are notified to the other interested communities.
The same filter can belong to more communities and a community
can subscribe to different information using more filters.

4.2 The Subscribe Language Model

Figure 2. The OWL Community Ontology
has: Patient →Document;

InvFun(has);

cares: Community → Patient;

InvFun(cares);

subscribe: Community → Patient
member: Actor → Community
provides: Community → Service

InvFun(provides);

follows: Community → Policy;

InvFun(follow);

assumes; Actor → Role

complies: Role → Policy;

relates: Policy → (Patient ⊔ Role);

Fun(relates);

hasHomeCommunity: Patient → Community;
Fun(hasHomeCommunity);

In our previous works [30, 31] communities could subscribe to
any new EHR generated about a patient in another community.
The implications of this were that every new EHR record, even
those not significative for specialist medical decisions, were
propagated. In order to allow the communities to be notified only
about relevant EHRs of patients, we define a subscribe language
model. The language can be used to subscribe with other
communities. It enables actors (i.e. doctors) to specify what are
the events of interest with respect to the multiple complications
that may arise in a patient. For example, the cardiologist of Mrs.
Roux is not interested in EHR regarding her dermatologic visit,
however he is interested to see any document relating to heart
complications.
Let C= {C₁.....Cn} be the community set and P={P₁,....Pk} be the
set of all patients. Every community in C will generate new
documents in form of events E={E₁.....Em} and it will follow a
semantic knowledge base{K, R} where K are the concepts and R
are the relationships between them. Every produced event Ei is
defined as follows:
Ei = {event(Id, Cj, Patient, Type, {A₁......An}) | Cj ∈ C,
Patient ∈ P, Type ∈ K, {A₁....An} ∈{K,R}}

subscribe: Community → Filter;
filterPatient: Filter → Patient;

Fun(filterPatient);

filterDocument: Filter → Document;
filterService: Filter → Service;
filterPolicy: Filter → Policy;
regards: Filter → Actor;
Document ⊑= 1 has⁻;

Service ⊑= 1 provides⁻;

Patient ⊑= 1 cares⁻;

Actor ⊑= 1 member;

Policy ⊑= 1 follows;

Policy ⊑= 1 complies;

Filter ⊑= 1 subscribe⁻⊓ (1 filterPatient ⊔ 1 filterDocument ⊔ 1
filterService ⊔ 1 filterPolicy ⊔ 1 regards);

which specifies an event Ei in terms of an identifier Id, a
community Cj that generates it, a reference to the Patient, a type
Type that is an instance of the concepts K (i.e. document or
policy) defined in the semantic knowledge base and a set of
attributes that are instances of the semantic data. In order to allow
other communities to express their interest on specific events, we
define filters F. Filters are defined as part of the subscription and
can be specified as follows:
Fi={filter(IdFilter, Type, Language) | Type K}
Language has the following production rules:
S → or(A) | and(A)
A→B|S
B → C | {C}
C → attribute(Attr, Op, V)

Documents are generated and stored within a community and
relate to a specific patient. Every document is described with a set
of properties which indicate the author and the content of the
document. The community that generates such documents can
also update their status by making documents obsolete or deleting
them. A Community has many Actors which can assume more
than one Role. The actors are the users of the system, therefore
they play roles such as a cardiologist, nurse, pharmacist,

By specifying the filters at the moment of subscription, the
caregivers within the communities will be able to restrict to a
subset of events of interest regarding their patients. The above
specified language uses triples attribute, operation and value that,
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C→
Op → = | < | > | ∀

if combined with and and or operators, enables caregivers to
restrict the notifications of new EHRs to only of those of interest.
For example, following the Scenario presented in Section 2, the
cardiologist of Mrs. Roux specifies the following filter:
F₁= filter (idf1, document,
and(attribute(bodypart, =, heart),
or(attribute(documentType, =, discharge),
attribute(documentType, =, laboratory),

Table 1 shows three match/3 predicates:
1. Single Attribute Matching checks if an attribute A can be
found in the list List that describes the properties of an event in
terms of attributes-value pairs. Then, the operation/3 predicates
are used to compare the value Value2 that is found in the list of
attributes describing the event (in List) against the specified
operation OP and value Value that are specified within a filter;
2. And Matching recursively checks that all of the triples
attribute(A, OP, Value) that are specified within a filter satisfy the
check/3 predicate.

attribute(documentType, =, emergency)) ))
The above filter specifies that any document that concerns the
heart and it is either a discharge, laboratory or emergency report
should be notified. Once the filters are specified, a subscription S
is defined as :
S= {subscribe (Subscriber, Patient, Fi) | Subscriber ∈ C,
Patient ∈ P, Fi ∈ F}
For every new event, the subscriptions are checked to identify the
communities that are interested to the notification of such events.
Inspired by the work presented in [32], a set of declarative rules
that parse the filter language and verify if the new event satisfies
the subscription pattern that is specified in the filter:
Table 1. Matching Events with the Filters

Single attribute
matching:
attribute(Attr,
Op, V)

match(attribute(A, OP, Value), List, Result):member(attribute(A, Value2), List),
operation(OP, Value2, Value),
append([attribute(A, Value2)],Result, R2),
Result=R2.

match(and([H|T]), List, Result):match(H, List, R1),
append(R1, Result, InterRes),
And matching:
match(and(T), List, R2),
and(Filter)
append(R2, InterRes, R3),
Result = R3.

3. Or Matching recursively checks that at least one of the triples
attribute(A, OP, Value) that are specified within a filter satisfy the
check/3 predicate.
In the following sections we show how the above specified
language can be used to semantically match the events describing
documents against the filters specified by different communities
and whose dictionary upon medical terms might not be uniform.

4.3 Policy Tuple Centre
The Policy Tuple Centre (PTC) mediates the requests of agents to
connect, subscribe to notification of events and/or to search data
in the P2P network. There is one PTC in every community and all
the communications towards a community are made in its PTC.
The Log agent is used to log all the interactions within the PTC of
a community. A protocol to extract the history of how documents
are accessed and exchanged in the P2P network is subject to
future work. The PTC specifies the coordination primitives for
subscribing and unsubscribing to data generated in other
communities and the primitives to search patient data within the
P2P network.

4.3.1 Distributed Data Search in Other Communities
The A community can search other communities and patients by
generating queries in the P2P network. The Search Agent answers
to search queries by first querying the P2P network about the
community that holds the data of a patient and later send a request
query to the home community of the patient. The queries indicate
the sender, the community that is requesting the data and a list of
criteria to be used for the search. The behavior of the Search
Agent can be summarized as follows:
1. The Search Agent listens to search and reply messages;

match(or([H|T]), List, Result):(match(H, List, Result1),
append(R1, Result, InterR),
Or matching:
Result=InterRes;
or(Filter)
match(or(T), List, R2),
append(R2, Result, R3),
Result=R3).
operation("=",Value, Value).

Possible
matching
operations

2. In case of a search message, it searches the information by
performing a rd primitive in the PTC of its community. If the
searched data are contained in the Knowledge Base of the
Community, the retrieved information is given to the actor who
performed the request. Otherwise, the research is forwarded
automatically to the P2P network which provides the link to the
community where the information is held. The Search Agent
performs a request message in the Community holding the
information to get the information required.

operation(">", Value1, Value2):
Value1>Value2.

3. In case of a reply message, it means that another community
replies with the searched results. The agent provides the results to
to the requesting actor and returns to step 1.

operation("<", Value1, Value2):
Value1<Value2.

In the P2P search some criteria may not be specified. For
example, the patient may not be able to produce a home
community therefore the homeCommunity of the patient may be
unknown. The coordination primitive for requesting the health
data of a patient in another community is defined as follows:

operation("∀", _ , _).
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reaction(out(request(community, patient)), ⊒⊓⊔≡∃∀¬ ⊑→←

reaction( out(subscribe(community, patient, filter)),

?- Patient(patient) ⇒ true,

?- Patient(patient) ⇒ true,

?- Policy ⊓ (∃ relates.{patient}) ⊓

?- Policy ⊓ (∃ relates.{patient}) ⊓

(∃ category.{“filesharing”}) ⊓

(∃ category.{“filesharing”}) ⊓

(∃ description.{“consent”}) ⇒ true,

(∃ description.{“consent”}) ⇒ true,

?- Documents ⊓ (∃ has.{patient}}(*) {d₁....dn},

out( add(subscribe(community, patient, filter))) ).

out(reply(community, actor, {d₁.....dn})) ).
The above primitive is activated when the Search agent of a
community requests patient data in another community. The PTC
of the community holding health information about the patient
checks that the identified patient belongs to its knowledge base,
checks that exists a policy describing the patient's consent for file
sharing, and finds the documents instances that relate to the
patient and performs a reply message in the PTC specified by the
Search agent.

4.3.2 Subscribing to Community Events
The Communities can subscribe to events generated by other
communities by using the language specified in Section 4.2. A
community may subscribe to: events regarding the documents of a
patient, to changes on the services that a community offers, to the
changes in the policies that a community follows and
subscriptions to the changes regarding the actors of a community.
In this paper we exemplify only the coordination mechanisms for
receiving updates on patient’s documents from other
communities, however, the other subscriptions are specified in a
similar way.

The above primitive is activated in the PTC of a community when
another community wants to subscribe to the data of a given
patient with a specified filter. The PTC checks that the identified
patient is already contained in the knowledge base and that it
exists a policy describing the patient consent into sharing its own
files (the complex DL class is satisfiable) and generates an add
message for the Update Agent. When a new document regarding a
patient is generated in the network, the home community of the
patient is notified. If the document is generated in the home
community or an update about a patient arrives in the home
community, such update is propagated to all the interested
subscribers. The following coordination primitive propagates the
data to the subscribers of a patient:
reaction(out(event),
event=event(id, c, patient, document, {attr₁ ,....attrn}),
?- Document(document) ⇒ true,
?- Patient(patient) ⇒ true,
semanticExpansion({attr₁...attrn}, {attr₁,...attrn,...attrn+j})
?- {attr₁...attrn}⊑ {attr₁,...attrn,...attrn+j} ⇒ true

In order to receive updates from other communities, the Update
Agent of one community interacts with the other communities to
subscribe/unsubscribe to the interested event notifications. The
requests to subscribe/unsubscribe with other communities are first
generated by the Actors. They request to subscribe in the home
community of the patient with a specific Filter. Upon such
request, the Update Agent of a community executes the following
steps:
1. Writes the subscribe/unsubscribe message in the PTC of the
home community of the patient. If the patient's home community
is not known, then it first searches the homeCommunity of the
patient within the P2P. It also listens to add, remove messages in
its own PTC in case other Communities request to
subscribe/unsubscribe to patients in the community where the
Update Agent operates;
2. In case it listens an add message, it means that a new
community has subscribed to specific events generated in the
community where the Update Agent operates. The agent adds the
new community, the filter describing the subscription and the
subscribe relationship to the knowledge base and returns to step 1;
3. In case it listens a remove message, it means that a community
is unsubscribing to specific events generated in the community
where the Update Agent operates. The agent removes the
community, the filter and its subscribe relationship from the
knowledge base and returns to step 1.
The coordination primitive for subscribing to patient updates is
specified as follows:

event=event(id, c, patient, document, {attr₁,..attrn,..attrn+j})
(∃ homeCommunity╴.{patient}(*)) ⇒ {c},
?- (Community ⊓ ∃ subscribes.{?filter})) ⊓
(Filter ⊓ ∃ filterPatient.{patient}))(*) ⇒ {s₁...sn}
findInterested(event, {s₁...sn}, {c₁...cn}),
out({c₁...cn}, update(patient, document)) ).
The above coordination primitive specifies that if an event
specifying a new document is generated in the home community,
all the subscribers that are interested to this event should be
notified. The semanticExpansion/2 predicate takes the attributes
of the event and uses the SNOMED OWL Ontology4 to extend the
list of event’s attributes with other attributes. These new attributes
are the super classes, the super properties or equivalences of the
starting attributes of the original event. By expanding the event in
this way we obtain that, even if the specified filter uses different
synonymous terms or similar concepts, we are still able to notify
the event to the interested community. In this way we can still
detect more generic or equivalent terms that may have been used
by different actors e.g. Heart Attack, Infarction of Heart. The
findInterested/3 predicate takes the expanded event and the list of
subscriptions and uses the match/3 predicates to identify which of
the subscribers are interested to this particular event. No agents
are used in this operation as the PTC can directly update other
4
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PTCs by using TuCSoN coordination primitives. Similar
coordination primitives are defined to propagate updates to the
home community and to unsubscribe from other communities.

WHERE{?community subscribe ?filterType,
?filterType filterPatient, Patient,

5. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of our framework is based on the TuCSoN
semantic tuple centres as defined in [22]. In order to improve the
search of semantic information in the distributed network, we
create a P2P network over TuCSoN using ToM P2P JAVA
library5. Additionally, we interface. with openXDS6, an open
source implementation of the XDS profile, in order to have
documents stored and retrieved in an IHE compatible manner. All
these infrastructures are JAVA based.
Every community is represented with a TuCSoN node and has its
own semantic knowledge base where the semantic queries and
reasoning are performed. When users add new information in the
system, OWL assertions are generated and added to the
knowledge base. For every assertion, a defined number of hash
tags are created in the distributed hash table of the P2P network.
In case of the addition or modifications of documents, IHE
compatible meta-data are generated to be stored in the registry of
the XDS profile and the same meta-data are stored as semantic
data in the community knowledge base. Updates to the meta-data
of the documents of a patient are propagated towards the home
community of the patient and to the subscribed communities. We
assume that the actual fetching of the documents is realized using
one of the existing IHE profiles (XCA already addresses this
issue).
Each Community operates with three Agents: a Log Agent, an
Update Agent and a Search Agent. The agents react to tuples
generated by external User Agents or to tuples generated by the
PTC of their community. The agents use in and rd operations to
search in the PTC the messages that trigger their tasks and, at their
completion, they perform out operations to write the results in the
PTC. The reaction primitives are specified by calling JAVA code
from reactions specified in ReSpecT. This is possible because
TuCSoN is based on tuProlog [8], a JAVA based implementation
of Prolog. that allows a seamless integration between JAVA code
and Prolog predicates.
For example, the coordination primitive to propagate new
information about a patient to the subscribed communities is
implemented as follows:
1. reaction(out(event(Id, Patient, Document, AttributeList)),
2. in(event(Id, Patient, Document, AttributeList)),
3. get_semanticKB(KB),
4. KB ← getBase returns Base,
5. KB ← getModel returns Model,
6. java_object('ExpandList', [], MyExpandedList),
7. MyExpandedList ← expandList(AttributeList) returns
ExpandedAttributeList,
8. text_concat([
SELECT ?community ?filterString
5
6

tomp2p.net/
www.projects.openhealthtools.org/sf/projects/openxds/
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?filterType filter ?filterString.}],
MyQueryString),
9. java_object('QueryCreator',[Base,Model], MyQuery),
10. MyQuery ←createQuery(MyQueryString) returns FilterList,
11. NewEvent = event(Id, Patient, Document,
ExpandedAttributeList),
12. findInterested(NewEvent, FilterList, Subscribers),
13. out_tc(Subscribers, publish(Patient, Document)) ).
The above reaction rule specifies that when an out of an event is
made into the tuple centre (Line 1-2), then the reference to the
JAVA object representing the semantic knowledge base KB is
used (the ← notation represent a call to a JAVA module) to obtain
the URI and the model Model of the ontology (Line 3-5). We use
an ExpandList JAVA module to expand the list of attributes of the
event (Line 6). In turn, ExpandList uses the following SPARQL
queries and the SNOMED OWL Ontology to determine how to
expand the attributes:
PREFIX snomedNS:<http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomedct.owl#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?argumentExtension
WHERE{
{ snomedNS:argument
rdfs:subClassOf ?argumentExtension .}
UNION{ snomedNS:argument
rdfs:description ?argumentExtension .}
UNION{ ?class rdfs:description snomedNS:argument .
?class rdfs:description ?argumentExtension .}
UNION{ ?argumentExtension
rdfs:description snomedNS:argument .} }
The above SPARQL query is executed when an attribute is
describing a concept. In case the given attribute identifies a
concept we find all the super concepts and the alternative
descriptions of that concept and extend the list with these new
attributes. In case the attribute identifies a description, we find the
related class and all descriptions of this class and add these to the
extended list.
Returning to the starting reaction, we save the new list of
attributes in the variable MyExpandedList (Line 7). Moreover we
create a String representing a SPARQL query which is used to
query all the subscriptions stored in the knowledge base that relate
to the Patient specified with the event (Line 8). This string is then
passed as argument to the method createQuery of the JAVA
object QueryCreator (Line 9). This method returns the list of all
filters that match with the query (Line 10). Then the event is
modified with the expanded attribute list (Line 11), and it is used
by findInterested to check which filters match the event in order
to get the list of all communities subscribed to the information
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contained in the event (Line 12). Finally, the tuple
publish(Patient, Document) is sent to all communities subscribed
(Line 13).

6. EVALUATION
We evaluated the proposed solution on the Amazon Cloud with
thirteen micro version virtual machines that generated the peers
and the data in the P2P network. One hundred peers at a time were
added in the P2P. We measured the time to find information held
by an unknown community. This time includes the time to search
in the P2P network which community to contact and the time to
receive the information from the contacted community.

network (see Section 3.4). These results are encouraging as, in the
current state of the art, data exchange may take days of human
intervention. In the second test we varied the number of
subscriptions for a patient from 1 to 6 and measured the average
time for a community to send updates to the subscribed
communities.
The Fig. 4 shows how the update time grows linearly with a
growing number of subscriptions to a patient. This time depends
on the number of instances held in the KB, which influences the
time to search the subscriptions to a patient. Also, a growing
number of subscriptions per patient introduces a latency as
multiple update messages have to be sent.

7. RELATED WORK

Figure 3. Cross-community and patient’s identity time search
The Fig.3 shows the time to find information for different queries
with respect to a growing number of peers in the network. Two
different queries are performed. The first query is a search for a
patient where we query twice the P2P network: first to find the
home community for a patient and then to find the details on the
home community. The second query is a search for a community.
In this case the P2P network is accessed once.

Figure 4. Cross-community EHR Update Time
Both results show that the time to find the information has
logarithmic growth with the number of peers in the network,
which also corresponds to the theoretical complexity of the P2P
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The use of semantic representations for enabling interoperability
between hospitals is not a new idea [1, 9], nor it is new the idea to
use the publish and subscribe pattern to model the dissemination
of events in healthcare [27], but, to the best of our knowledge, the
use of an agent-based coordination infrastructure to govern the
semantic interoperability between distributed nodes representing
communities is new. In particular, the epSOS project7 provides
cross-border health-services to patients seeking healthcare in
different countries, by defining an integration broker for cross
border exchange of patient's health records. In epSOS there is no
mechanism to handle the subscription of new communities,
thereby the responsibility to connect different providers falls into
the epSOS operator. On the contrary, we propose the use of
coordination primitives and agent technology to dynamically
connect communities and have a flexible approach towards
subscription and notification of relevant events for a community.
TheMediCoordination Healthcare Infrastructure (MHI) [1] aims at
sharing medical data between medical actors. MHI's model
consists of a registry/repository and two clients, one for
submitting documents and one for receiving them. One XDSbased server is used for the repository and the registry. The MHI
does not implement notifications [1]. General practitioners have to
manually query the data in the registry. With respect to MHI, we
propose a decentralized solution that can handle multiple
communities, whereas MHI is limited to a centralized repository.
Furthermore, the use of the Description Logic formalism, allows
us a richer description of the events happening between different
actors and across communities, and, to represent subscription and
notification to complex events.
Triple space computing (TSC) applied to healthcare [24] is the
approach that it is closer to ours. Also TSC uses tuple spaces to
foster the exchange of information and proposes the use of
semantic web technology to represent the data about the patients
by associating RDF tuples to concepts defined in HL7 or
SNOMED. In contrast with TSC, we are not concerned with
translating HL7 concepts into a semantic web language but we
deal only with the metadata associated to medical documents.
From the perspective of the computation, also TSC considers the
problem of publication and retrieval of health information, but it
does not describe the notification and dispatching of the events
happening in the distributed system, nor there is a clear
representation of the concept of community. Finally, by using
tuple centres and ReSpecT, we can modify the behavior of our
communities, including new reactions at runtime, while this is not
the case for TSC.
7

http://www.epsos.eu
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Works towards systems that actively notify changes of the
patients' EHRs were presented in [ 23, 28, 10]. These solutions
propose event notification systems that are based on the publishsubscribe paradigm [11]. The work presented in [23] addresses the
exchange of patient records with a health care information system.
Every patient can decide if to publish information to the
subscribed medical doctors that are interested in his health
records. The model does not provide the subscribers with a way to
express which documents are of interest. Work towards notifying
health records more selectively has been also presented in [28].
This work is focused in the home-care context, where new events
are sent to the right caregivers. Three types of rules are used to
control how data are released: subscription authorization defines
which caregivers may subscribe to patient events; event
restrictions define the events visibility to a subscribed caregiver;
finally, event transformation alters an event instance to satisfy the
information requirements of the caregiver. Despite the fine
grained data control layer, the caregivers can only specify the type
of events they are interested to receive, but there is no complex
event processing involved. A more structured event notification
mechanism is proposed in [10] where type based filtering is
applied to medical data to create hierarchies of concepts for event
notification purposes. Similarly to our work, the hierarchies of
concepts are defined as a combination of and and or logic
operators. However, this work does not directly address how the
caregivers may join or leave the publish-subscribe network and
the matching of the events is based on syntactic reasoning. Thus,
the specified filters must reflect the exact used terminology used
by the different communities.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented semantic agent coordination model that
enables dynamic EHR exchange across communities. We have
shown how the combination of a semantic publish and subscribe
model with coordination languages such as ReSpecT can improve
the current state of the art with respect to cross-community EHR
exchange. The presented coordination model extends the IHE
limitations by specifying a P2P network and a set of coordination
primitives that enable communities to automatically update and
search data in other communities without requiring a prior
integration among them.
As part of our future work, we plan to further extend the proposed
publish and subscribe model with a more expressive subscription
language that also includes temporal expressions and reasoning.
Additional work will focus on extending the set of the community
policies in order to detect that the emerging behavior of the actors
performing the queries is that expected within the community subsystem. We will further investigate how to log the access to the
data in a distributed setting in such a way that it is possible to
track back all the access to documents.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present an approach for accelerating model-based
robustness testing of state-based software components. We use the
Z3 SAT solver to derive executable test cases fully automatically
from a state model based on a UML Statechart. The test cases are
paths along the Statechart comprising states and transitions. The
main advantage of our approach is an accelerated execution of the
test cases by refining already reached states as starting points for
further test cases using reverse execution. Furthermore, the
presented approach is able to check whether a correct target state
has been reached or not when executing the path-based test cases
using runtime verification and therefore increases the test
significance. The runtime verification is done without
instrumenting the source code of the component under test 1.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification –
Validation, Reliability; D.2.5 [Software Engineering]: Testing
and Debugging – Testing Tools;

General Terms

Performance, Reliability, Verification.

Keywords

Robustness, Model-based
Verification.

Testing,

Acceleration,

Bastian Schlich
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Wallstadter Straße 59
68526 Ladenburg, Germany

Runtime

reuse must not only be tested regarding its functional requirements
of a certain area of usage. In fact, a component must also be tested
for usage in stressful hostile environments to ensure a robust
behavior in follow-up projects outside their predetermined domain.
Robustness is defined by IEEE as “the degree to which a system
operates correctly in the presence of exceptional inputs or stressful
environmental conditions” [1]. When a tested component is
thought to be fault-free regarding the tests in the original project, it
might be reused without further tests in a new environment. But
without testing the correct behavior in the new environment,
serious defects can be overseen.
Most testing processes, like unit testing, only focus on the
detection of common bugs regarding the component specification.
In contrast to that, robustness testing tries to find errors beyond the
specification that can occur when the component is reused in a
hostile environment. In these environments, input data can change
to values that could have indeed been expected but have not been
tested during component development. A changed value like an
increased integer might lead for example to a buffer or stack
overflow. To detect data related errors, realistic and therefore often
large test data must be used for robustness testing. Besides
changing, but still by the specification addressed parameter values,
a component could be misused. This could happen by breaking the
specified call order of component operations as defined in the
specification. This can lead to an undefined and therefore faulty
component behavior. For example, a component can be transferred
to an invalid target state.

Copyright is held by the authors. This work is based on an earlier
work: SAC'13 Proceedings of the 2013 ACM Symposium on
Applied Computing, Copyright 2013 ACM 978-1-4503-16569/13/03. http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2480362.2480587

Compared to common testing processes, robustness testing
addresses all three mentioned types of errors (errors occurred by
expected but not tested values, data related errors and errors
occurred by misusing the interface of the component). To achieve
this, robustness testing needs an increased number of test cases.
Therefore, automatic test case generation is often used to create the
test cases. But most test case generation approaches only focus on
proper parameter data generation. Resulting test cases are then
used to check whether an operation of a component returns the
expected results regarding the input data when calling it. This kind
of black-box testing approach is sufficient for state-less
components. Such a component, also called transformation system,
can for example implement a discrete cosine transformation. Every
call to a parameterized operation receives input data, processes it,
and returns the corresponding result. Further calls of operations
work without remembering the previous calls. In contrast to stateless systems, state-based systems always have to be aware of
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1. INTRODUCTION

Component-based software development is often used for building
software systems based on already existing components developed
in previous projects. Instead of building a system from scratch,
functionality of these pre-build components is reused. Most
components can be seen as a state-based reactive system,
processing external events received by its public interface. In many
cases, components are reutilized in applications outside their
original domain. Therefore, they are used in a different way than
originally planned for. For this reason, a component intended for
1

previous calls and therefore of the current system state. Every call
to an operation of a state-based system may change the internal
state of the component that is encoded by one or more internal
component variables. The state directly influences the result of
following calls of operations. As an example, a hash table with a
limited storage capacity always needs to know if it is still empty,
only partially filled, or already full to process consecutive
operation calls correctly. When the hash table is full, hash
collisions must be handled correctly when further data is written to
it. This influences the functionality of further calls to an operation
that writes additional data into the hash table. When the hash table
is empty, no data can be read from it and a read operation must be
able to take care of that.
Common black-box testing approaches are not able to check
whether a component has reached a valid target state or not.
Therefore, they only have a low test significance regarding the
testing of internal component behavior. Runtime verification
approaches solve that problem by instrumenting the component
under test (CUT) by injecting code probes that enable them to
retrieve values of the state-encoding variables during runtime and
compare them to specified ones. But manipulating the CUT is a
complex task that can mask or even produce new errors. Due to the
complexity, these approaches can often not be applied fully
automatically. When applying robustness testing to state-based
components, the testing time rises caused by the increased number
of necessary test cases. Often, automatic test case generation
approaches are used to create these test cases. But most approaches
are only able to construct abstract, and therefore not executable,
test cases. The abstract test cases must then be transformed
manually into executable test code. The increased number of test
cases and the partially manual construction of them are reasons for
a significantly increased testing time regarding robustness testing.
This is the reason, why robustness testing is not applied very often
in industrial testing processes.

1.1 Our Approach

To overcome the mentioned issues, this paper presents a modelbased robustness testing approach that validates the behavior of
state-based C++ classes [8] and event-driven components based on
the QP Framework [9] (both compiled by the GNU compiler) for
hierarchical state machine implementations. The validation is
based on an instrumentation-free runtime verification process used
to check whether a valid target state has been reached when a
transition is triggered. Thereby, the test engineer has only to
provide a valid UML class model and a corresponding UML
Statechart that describes the component behavior. Executable test
cases are generated automatically as paths along a state diagram.
To reduce the drawback of high testing time, caused by the
increased number of test cases and the use of realistic test data, our
approach accelerates the test execution by refining already reached
states as starting points for further test cases. This reduces testing
time and therefore, enables industrial software development teams
to use our methodology for daily testing processes and therefore,
benefit from robustness testing.
Our approach consists of several consecutive tasks that are shown
in Figure 1. The first task comprises modeling the CUT as a UML
Statechart, class diagrams, or signals (depending on component
type) that act as the specification. In the second task, a path
generator (PG) parses the model that is stored as an XMI file [2,3].
Then, the Z3 SAT solver [4] is used to derive abstract test cases
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from the model. Z3 is able to operate directly on guarded transition
systems using its Fixedpoint Engine [15]. The engine can be
accessed be the Z3Py interface that allows a transition system,
written in a Z3Py syntax in Python, to be handed over to Z3. The
transition system is internally transformed into recursive rules in
terms of Horn rules. Based on these recursive rules, Z3 is able to
calculate solutions for transitions or transition pairs (a so-called
fixed point). A solution is a path that ends with the queried
transition or transition pair. These paths satisfy several structural
and logical coverage criteria, extended for robustness testing. The
abstract paths are stored in a path list. In the third task, a test case
generator (TCG) transforms the paths into executable test code.
The model can include a test data generator class (TDGC) that is
used by the TCG to provide appropriate and realistic test data to
call the transition operations defined in the UML Statechart.

Figure 1. Overview of the four consecutive tasks
In addition, TCG collects all necessary information needed for
verifying state constraints during runtime and for the accelerated
test execution. This information is stored in a configuration file. In
the fourth task, a test job controller (TJC) parses the previously
generated configuration file and executes the created test cases.
During test execution, it performs the runtime verification-based
state constraint checking without instrumenting the source code
and orchestrates the restoring of already reached states, so that
they can be refined as starting points for following test cases. By
avoiding source code instrumentation, and therefore, saves even
more time.

1.2 Contribution

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
•

Avoiding time-intensive manual test case construction by
providing a process for fully automatic model-based
generation of executable robustness test cases for statebased components

•

Decreasing testing time of robustness tests by providing
a mechanism to accelerate the test execution

•

Increasing test significance by checking state constraints
during runtime without the necessity of manipulating the
CUT
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1.3 Outline

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
four tasks of our methodology. We begin with a detailed
description of the structure of our model. Afterwards, we define
coverage criteria for robustness testing regarding the model. Then,
we explain how the path generator and the test case generator
transform the model into a Z3 compliant representation or being
able to derive executable test cases from it. At the end of Section 2,
we describe how the generated test cases are executed and
accelerated, and how the runtime verification is applied. In Section
3, we present experimental results. Then, we give an overview of
related work in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 and
present planned extensions for our methodology.

2. METHODOLOGY

This Section presents our methodology. In Section 2.1, we describe
the structure of our UML-based model that mainly relies on a UML
Statechart. In Section 2.2, we define several coverage criteria that
must be satisfied by our generated test suite. The coverage criteria
especially address robustness tests of state machine components.
We consider both, structural coverage criteria for transitions and
logical coverage criteria for guards. Afterwards, in Section 2.3, we
explain how our model is transformed into a valid Z3 format based
on the Z3 Python interface Z3Py [5], and how Z3 calculates
abstract test cases as paths along the UML Statechart satisfying the
previously defined coverage criteria. In Section 2.4, we describe
how the test case generator (TCG) orders the path list by grouping
paths with a similar sub path, and how it transforms the abstract
test cases into executable test code that is stored in a CPPUnit [6]
test suite. The ordering enables our approach to omit similar sub
path during test execution. Furthermore, we explain how the TCG
adds non-functional robustness test cases, by calling all undefined
transitions of a state, to the test suite and how it creates
configurations for the TJC. An undefined transition of a state S is
modeled as an outgoing transition of another state, but not of S.
The configurations enable both, acceleration of the test execution
by refining already reached states as starting point for further test
cases and therefore omitting identical sub paths, and checking of
state constraints during test execution. The restoring is done by
exploiting the reverse execution feature of the GNU source level
debugger (GDB) [7]. The state constraint checking is done by
extracting values of state-encoding variables and comparing them
with values defined in the specification (state constraints). The
value extraction during runtime works instrumentation-free and is
also done by exploiting the GNU debugger to retrieve variable
values from the CUT.

2.1 The Model

A model is an often visual abstract representation of a system or
component that acts as specification. The model can represent the
component itself and the corresponding behavior, its environment
and related test cases. The goal of model-based testing is to deliver
an easy to understand component specification and to provide
information for automatic test case derivation. If the model
changes, test cases can be adjusted easily because they can be
derived from the model automatically.

•

a UML Statechart to describe the internal behavior or the
usage protocol of the CUT.

•

a UML Class to describe the public operations (the
interface) and the internal variables of the CUT, if the
CUT is a C++ class. Instead of a UML Class, UML
Signals are used to define the interface as events of an
event-driven CUT. We call this an event pool.

•

a second UML Class Diagram to model the TDG that is
is used to deliver parameter data for calling triggers
correctly during test case execution.

•

user-defined tags (so called tagged values [11]) for
several UML elements that provide code snippets needed
for controlling the TDG inside a test case.

•

Z3 invariants to control value ranges of calculated
results. These values are either used to be mapped to
operation parameters of the CUT directly, or they are
passed to the TDG during test execution for requesting
proper test data.

Figure 2. Parts of the model
Figure 2 shows all elements of our model. Parts in dashed boxes
are optional and need to be modeled only when complex test data
must be controlled. We use Enterprise Architect to create the
model. The model is stored in a XMI file and is later parsed by our
prototype that implements our methodology.
A UML Statechart, the central part of our model, either describes
the internal behavior (behavioral state machine, BSM) or the
external usage protocol (protocol state machine, PSM) based on
the interface of the CUT. This distinction has to be done because
our test case generator and the test job control are able to further
accelerate the test cases of a BSM compared to a PSM. This
acceleration results from the fact that BSM implementations are
used to dispatch events and the corresponding transitions do
commonly not execute much computational operations. Those
transitions can be reversed easily. Depending on the number of
executed statements, reverse execution is slower than the regular
forward execution. A PSM implementation (e.g., as a C++ class)
contains much computational logic inside its transitions. Therefore,
only invalid or blocking PSM transitions are reversed. These
transition types do commonly not include many computational
operations and can be reversed easily. When reversing all
transitions of a PSM, no acceleration is achieved.
Both PSM and BSM consist of states and transitions. Transitions
are used to connect states. A transition looks like
guard g ] trigger t / [ effect e ]
s1 [

→ s2

The model used for our approach is a valid UML model and
consist of a subset of UML elements included in the UML 2.1
standard [10]. It mainly comprises

where S1 is the source state and S2 the target state. The trigger t is
mapped to an operation defined in the UML Class Diagram of the
CUT or to a modeled signal that represents an event of a BSM. It
can be called when the state machine is in the corresponding
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source state. But the transition is only taken (the state machine is
transferred to the specified target state) when the guard expression
is evaluated to true. A guard can include parameter variables of t as
well as internal variables of the corresponding CUT. A guard can
be seen as a precondition of the transition. When the guard is
evaluated to false, no state change is performed when the transition
is triggered.
When the transition is taken, effect e is executed. It consists of
attributes and operations of the CUT and describes how internal
variables of the CUT are affected, e.g., how they are increased or
decreased.
Both types of state machines have the same expressive power.
They can describe what must hold before a transition performs a
state change using guards, and they can describe what happens
after the transition is taken using effects.
States are modeled in the same way for both, PSM and BSM.
Every state has a name and can have incoming and outgoing
transitions. A state can include constraints based on the Object
Constraint Language [12] to define the state encoding. They must
be valid as long as the CUT stays in the corresponding state. In our
model, those constraints are used to define state-encoding
variables and their corresponding values. A state machine
implementation always needs one or more variables to express its
current state. Otherwise, it would be a state-less system without
being able to remember previously processed triggers.
Figure 3 shows the visual representation of a UML Statechart. It
consists of two states and two transitions that connect both states
with each other. Furthermore, it has an initial transition (bended
arrow at the top left). It indicates the state in which the component
remains after initialization, e.g., by calling the default constructor
of a class. The state constraints (int foo = 1 and int foo = 2)
encode the states.

Figure 4. UML Class
It is event-based, its states are often nested, and a queue dispatches
received events asynchronously. The interface of the CUT is
modeled in terms of UML Signals. The signals are stored in an
event pool. A UML Signal has a unique name and attributes that
represent the parameters of the event. Figure 5 shows an event pool
that holds three events represented by UML Signals. The object
type is indicated by the keyword <<signal>>.

Figure 5. UML Signals stored in an event pool
BSM implementations often have time-triggered events (See
Figure 5, right). Such an event is raised internally and performs a
state change after a certain amount of time. When state 3 in Figure
6 is reached, either the TIMEOUT event is triggered after time
seconds (See Figure 5, time parameter of type int) or the Signal 1
is dispatched before time seconds are expired.

Figure 6. State machine with TIMEOUT event
Figure 3. UML Statechart
When the CUT implements a PSM it is modeled as a UML Class
stored in a UML Class Diagram.
A PSM implementation is typically developed as a class or a
module. Therefore, it is modeled as a UML Class stored in a UML
Class Diagram. The UML Class holds all information about class
variables and operations and their parameters. Figure 4 shows the
class object of an example class. The object type is indicated by the
keyword <<class>>. It defines variables (foo and bar) as well as
public operations (mfoo(), mbar(), etc.).
The operations of the UML Class are mapped to triggers of a UML
Statechart. When a trigger is fired, the corresponding operation is
executed and initiates a state change, if a corresponding guard does
not block.
In contrast to PSM implementations, a BSM implementation is
typically developed on top of a state machine framework like QP.
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In contrast to a UML Class, a UML Signal cannot include
operations. Therefore, the single events are directly mapped to
transition triggers of a corresponding UML Statechart. When such
a trigger is fired, the connected event is inserted into a queue of the
state machine framework for being dispatched asynchronously by
the state machine implementation. When a UML Class
specification is used, the operations of the class are mapped to the
triggers. Figure 7 shows the mapping of operations of a UML Class
or UML Signal of an event pool to transitions of a corresponding
UML Statechart. For the derivation of executable test cases, the
model must include information on how specific input data for the
operation parameters of a UML Class can be generated. Therefore,
the model can include a Test Data Generator (TDG). The TDG
consists of two different parts. The first part is also modeled inside
the UML Class Diagram as a class and must be named
__TestDataGenerator (TDGC) for not being recognized as part of
the CUT itself.
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difference is that the code in the attribute value is placed at the
beginning or the end of a single test case. The tagged values
before-trans and after-trans are handled equally, despite the
positioning of the code in the test suite. For these tags, the code is
placed before or after a single transition. This is done in every test
case where the transition is executed.

2.2 Coverage Criteria for Robustness Testing

of

The coverage of the model (the functional specification) of a CUT,
achieved by test cases, should be as high as possible. The higher
the coverage, the better the component is tested. But covering all
paths along a Statechart would require satisfying the so called full
sequence coverage. But this would lead to an excessive and
possibly infinite number of test cases. The consideration of
component robustness increases the necessary number of test
cases. This relates to the fact that for robustness testing, the model
is increased implicitly by taking not modeled behavior into
account. Therefore, meaningful and feasible test cases for
robustness testing can only be generated when adequate coverage
criteria are chosen that lead to an acceptable test suite size.
Common coverage criteria either focus on the structure of a model
built by states and transitions or on logical expressions in terms of
transition guards.

At the beginning of the test
suite (complete test suite)

Init. transition
(global)

For our approach, we use structural, state-of-the-art coverage
criteria and extend them for being able to express coverage for
non-functional robustness tests:

testcasebegin

At the beginning of a test
case (in every test case)

Global

testcase-end

At the end of a test case (in
every test case)

Global

before-trans

Before transition is executed
(in every test case where
trans. is fired)

Transition

after-trans

After transition is executed
(in every test case where
trans. is fired)

Transition

Figure 7. Mapping of operations and events to triggers
Operations and parameters are defined that enable the test cases to
retrieve data from them. For being able to control the TDGC, the
UML Statechart of the component is extended by tagged values
and they are stored in the XMI file. Table 1 presents an overview
of all available tagged values (first column), their execution
location in the test cases (second column), range of validity
(second column in brackets), and where they have to be placed in
the model (last column).
Table 1. Tagged values
Name

Location
(scope)

testsuite-init

of

Execution

Location
Modeling

For example, the testsuite-init tag can be used to initialize the
TDGC before the first test case is executed. It must be specified as
a tagged value of the initial transition of the state chart and its
functionality affects the complete test suite. Figure 8 shows a XMI
example code of the testsuite-init tagged value. The attribute tag in
line 1 defines the tagged value type. Line 2 (attribute value) holds
the corresponding value as an executable piece of code.
01 <UML:TaggedValue tag="testsuite-init"
02 value="__TestDataGenerator
gen(<variant>,5);"
03 xmi.id="EAID_0A933BD5"/>
Figure 8. Tagged value in XMI file: init

The code is used to control the TDGC. In the above example, the
instance gen of the Test Data Generator is initialized by calling its
default constructor (line 2). The first parameter, encapsulated by
angle brackets, is a placeholder and is substituted during test case
generation with an appropriate value calculated by Z3. The second
parameter is fixed and will always have the value 5. The code will
be placed at the beginning of the test suite during test case
generation. The tagged value testcase-begin and testcase-end have
the same structure as the tagged value testsuite-init. The only
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•

The all-transition coverage (ATC) [13] requires every
transition of the UML Statechart to be executed at least
once. We extend it to cover also all undefined transitions
of a state that are not modeled as an outgoing transition
of it.

•

The pairwise transition coverage (PTC) [13] requires
every transition pair (a combination of incoming and
outgoing transitions of every state) of the UML
Statechart to be executed at least once. We extend it to
cover all combinations of incoming transitions of a state
with all undefined transition s of the state.

Guards, in terms of logical expressions, consist of clauses
connected by logical operators. Logical coverage criteria are used
to express which value assignments have been tested. We use the
following state-of-the-art logic coverage criteria:
•

Predicate coverage (PC) [14]: The whole predicate must
be evaluated once to true and once to false;

•

Combinatorial coverage (CC) [14]: The complete truth
table of possible value assignments of the single clauses
of the predicate must be tested;

Since the combinatorial coverage covers all possible value
assignments of the truth table, it is sufficient for robustness testing
and need not to be extended.
Besides many other coverage criteria, we have chosen the
presented ones because they offer a good compromise between test
quality and the number of necessary test cases [13,14].
Our path generator as well as our test case generator are able to
deal with any combination of the presented structural and logical
robustness coverage criteria. Before test case generation, the test
engineer can choose which combination has to be satisfied by the
resulting test suite.
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2.3 Path Generation

This section describes how abstract test cases are derived from the
model by a path generator (PG). It is based on the Z3 SAT solver.
At first, we explain how the UML model, as defined in Section 2.1,
is transformed into a Z3-compliant transition system in valid Z3Py
syntax. Afterwards, it is explained how the PG calculates abstract
test cases satisfying either PTC or ATC by querying Z3. Figure 9
shows an overview of the PG.

Figure 9. Path generator
Our PG is able to calculate paths in a way, so that all guards are
tested in a blocking and non-blocking way or that all possible value
assignments are tested (See Section 2.2). Thereby, PG must know
how the variables of a guard can be influenced. Either they can be
set directly by parameter values of the corresponding trigger
operation or the internal variable behavior must be defined as a
transition effect. An example is presented in the next section.

2.3.1 Z3 Transition System

As a first step, PG transforms the UML model, stored as an XMI
file, into a transition system in Z3Py syntax. It is passed to Z3
using its Python interface Z3Py. It can then be queried for
calculating a path along the transition system that ends with a
desired transition or transition pair. We explain the transformation
and querying by means of the example state machine shown in
Figure 10. In the example, the test suite satisfies ATC. As a first
step, all transitions are transformed into Z3Py Python code.
Afterwards, queries are formulated that request paths from Z3 to
satisfy either ATC or PTC in combination with PC or CC. The
paths are then stored in the path list. The Statechart also contains
two Z3 invariants, x > 0 and y > 0 (dashed box in Figure 10) that
must hold globally. These invariants are not used for verification
purpose. They are used to limit value ranges of parameters
calculated by Z3. In the presented example, in Figure 10, they
prevent Z3 from calculating negative values for the parameters x
and y.
A transition in Z3Py is represented by a 2-dimensional list that is
stored in a numbered variable tn. The first outer list field is called
constraint. It specifies all conditions that must hold when the
transition is triggered. It holds following values in an inner list:

Figure 10. Example state machine with different transition
variants and two global invariants
Besides the constraints, the transition holds a second outer list field
that is called action. This field defines how involved variables
behave regarding value changes when the transition is successfully
taken. It holds the following values:
•

The value for the valid target state as a string variable

•

A unique transition identifier as an integer variable

•

Temporary variables that represent the parameters of the
trigger functions. The number of temporary variables is
defined by the maximum amount of parameters of all
trigger functions (for the example in Figure 10, only one
temporary variable is needed since no trigger function
has more than one parameter).

•

All modeled transition effect variable values of the
complete UML Statechart when it has one or more,
otherwise 0.

A Statechart can include 5 different types of transitions:
1.

An initial transition that is commonly triggered by the
default constructor of a class

2.

A simple transition with a unique trigger and without a
guard but possibly with a modeled effect

3.

A simple guarded transition with a unique trigger but
possibly with a modeled effect

4.

Transitions with non-unique triggers (at least two
transitions of a state with the same trigger) and guards
that cover a complete value range. We call these soloblock transitions. Both can have an effect or not.

5.

•

A state variable s that encodes the source state of the
transition

•

0 or more global invariants, depending on how many
have been defined in the specification, as logical
expressions

•

1 modeled transition guard when the transition has one,
otherwise 0.

Transitions with non-unique triggers (at least two
transitions of a state with same trigger) and guards that
do not cover a complete value range. We call these
multi-block transitions. Both can have an effect or not.
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The Z3Py syntax of the initial transition of the example in Figure
10, leading to state 1, is shown in Figure 11 in line 1 and 2.
01 t0={"constraint":And(s==state0,x>0,y>0),
02 "action":[state1,IntVal(1),-1,i]}
03 t1={"constraint":And(s==state1,x>0,y>0),
04 "action":[state2,IntVal(2),-1,0]}

Figure 11. Initial transition and simple transition with unique
input symbol and no guard in Z3 syntax
The corresponding variable that holds the transition information is
labeled t0. The first constraint that must hold is the source state
from where the transition can be executed (Figure 11, line 1,
s==state0). In case of the initial transition, it is the initial pseudostate (black dot in Figure 10 top left) that is named state0.
Furthermore, the two invariants described before, are also
considered as constraints of the transition. Since they must hold for
the complete transition system, they appear also in line 1 (x > 0
and y > 0) of the initial transition as well as in any other transition.
When the transition is successfully taken, some actions are
executed. The actions are listed as variable values. When later on a
query is performed, the query itself defines to which variable the
corresponding value is mapped to. The first action, visible in line 2,
is the state change: The state machine switches to state 1. A further
action is that the transition identifier is set to 1 (IntVal(1)). The
identifier is later on used to query for a solution in terms of path
that executes this transition. The value -1 is a place holder for the
temporary variable (not needed by the initial transition and
therefore it has the value -1) and the value i represents the modeled
effect of the transitions from state 1 to 2 (i=0) and state 2 to 3
(i=i+1). Since it is not affected by the initial transition, the value
does not change and the current value is kept (i=i).
The simple transition t1 without a guard triggered by m1(),
leading from state 1 to state 2, has a unique trigger, no guard, and
one effect (i=0). That means, state 1 has only one transition that is
triggered by m1(). Due to the missing guard, the transition cannot
be blocked. The corresponding transition in Z3 syntax is also
shown in Figure 11 (line 3 and 4).
In line 3 at the beginning, the transition is labeled t1 (every
transition needs a unique name in Z3 syntax). The differences
compared to the initial transition are, that the source state
constraint is now state1 and the transition identifier is set to 2
(IntVal(2)). The effect of the transition (i=0) is represented by the
value 0 at the end of line 4 in Figure 10. The value is mapped to
the variable i during a query.
The transition m4(int z) in Figure 10, leading from state 5 to 6 is
an example for a simple guarded transition that has a parameter.
Figure 12 shows the corresponding code in Z3Py syntax. The
major difference compared to the before discussed transition types
is the guard. It appears at the end of line 1 in the constraints field
(z>3) and must hold as well as the two invariants.
01 t7={"constraint":And(s==state5,x>0,y>0,
z>3),
02 "action":[state6,IntVal(8),-1,i]}

Figure 12. Simple guarded transition
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The value -1 is a place holder for a temporary variable that
represents a trigger parameter z. When querying Z3, a calculated
value is assigned to it that then represents the parameter value of
the corresponding transition. This is necessary because the
parameter z directly affects the transition guard. The value of
parameter z must be calculated correctly to either block or not
block the guard (a value smaller than 3 blocks the guard, a value
bigger than 3 does not block the guard).
The transitions m2(), leading from state 2 to state 3 or state 4,
have modeled guards (x > 5 and x <= 5). The trigger is nonunique and guards are needed to determine which transition is
taken when m2() is triggered. The guards have a completely
covered value range. That means, they cannot be blocked both at
the same time. Therefore, it is a solo-block transition. If the
transition from state 2 to state 4 blocks, the transition to state 3 is
taken automatically and vise versa. The corresponding Z3 syntax is
presented in Figure 13. The transformation results in three
transitions. Transition t2 is used to non-block the guard of the
transition that leads to state 3 and implicitly blocks the guard of t3
when taken. Transition t3 is used to non-block the guard of the
transition that leads to state 4 and implicitly blocks the guard of t2.
Transition t3 has a modeled effect i=i+1. This effect appears in the
action field at the end of line 6. Transition t4 tries to block both
guards at once. Due to the fully covered value range, this is not
possible. Z3 detects that, and therefore does not generate any path
for
that
case
(explained
in
Section
2.3.2).
01 t2={"constraint":And(s==state2,x_0>0,
02 y>0,z>0,x_0>5),
03 "action":[state3,IntVal(3),x_0,i]}
04 t3={"constraint":And(s==state2,x_1>0,
05 y>0,x_1<=5),
06 "action":[state4,IntVal(4),x_1,i+1]}
07 t4={"constraint":And(s==state2,x>0,y>0,
08 And(Not(x>5),Not(x<=5))),
09 "action":[state2,IntVal(5),i]}

Figure 13. Transitions with a unique trigger and an attached
guard
The transitions m3(), leading from state 3 to state 5 or state 6,
have also a non-unique trigger and attached guards. The difference
compared to the transitions leading to state 3 and state 4 is that
these transitions can be both blocked at once. Both y > 5 and y < 5
can be blocked with y = 5. Therefore, it is a multi-block transition.
Like in the example before, three transitions in Z3Py syntax are
created. Z3 is able to calculate valid solution for all of them.
When all transitions of the UML Statechart are transformed to
transitions in Z3Py syntax, all transition are passed to the
Fixedpoint Engine of the Z3 SAT solver (See Figure 14) using the
Z3Py interface.
01 ptr=TransSystem(And(s==state0,Tran==0,
02 temp0==-1),[t0,t1,…,tn],[s,Tran,temp0,i])

Figure 14. Initialization of the Z3 transition system

2.3.2 Querying Z3

In the next step, valid Z3 queries to the Fixedpoint Engine must be
defined by PG to request solutions (in terms of paths) from Z3. The
queries are formulated also in Python, are passed to the Z3Py
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interface, and are finally processed by Z3. Depending on the
desired coverage criterion (ATC or PTC), either solutions for all
transitions or for all transition pairs must be calculated (the queries
must be defined accordingly).
PG reads in the UML Statechart and therefore is aware of all
available transitions that must be covered. This enables PG to
formulate the necessary queries. Following, we present two
example queries. The first query is a simple example on how a path
that executes the transition from state 1 to 2 (transition t1) is
retrieved from Z3. The query for the transition t1 in Figure 11 is
shown in Figure 15.
01 ptr.query(Tran==2)

Figure 15. Query for a path that executes the transition from
state 1 to state 2
Since Z3 has knowledge of the complete transition system, it is
sufficient to only query for a solution that sets the variable Tran to
2. As shown in Figure 14 (end of line 2), the variable Tran is
mapped to the value IntVal(2) in Figure 11 (the transition
identifier). Z3 calculates a path that ends when Tran has the value
2. It returns all executed transitions as a path. In that case, the path
comprises the initial transition and the transition that leads from
state 1 to state 2.
A more complex calculation is needed when the PG queries for a
solution that executes the transition m5() that leads from state 6 to
4. We assume that this is the eights transition and PG then queries
for Tran==8. The resulting path is complex due to the guard i>2
of the transition m5(). The variable i cannot be influenced by a
parameter. Instead, it depends on the effect of the transition m2()
that leads from state 2 to 4. When this transition is taken, i is
incremented by 1. To be able to call the desired transition m5() in a
non-blocking way, Z3 calculates a path that executes the transition
m2(), and therefore its effect, three times. This increases the value
of i to 3. To be able to call m2(), Z3 must calculate the correct
value for the parameter x of m2() (smaller than or equal to 5) to
prevent m2() leading to state 3 and then not executing the effect
that increases i. Z3 uses the temporary variable, representing the
parameter, to inject the correct value into the transition system.
When the calculated sub path has produced the correct value for i,
the path is extended by a call to the transitions m3(). Again, Z3
uses the temporary variable to inject a calculated value into the
transition system to non-block the guard, depending on the
parameter y of m3(), of the corresponding transition. After that,
state 6 is reached and the variable i has the correct value to call the
desired transition m5() with a non-blocking guard.
PG creates queries so that any combination of the previously
defined coverage criteria is achieved (See Section 2.2).
At the end, PG stores all calculated paths in a so called path list.
These paths would be sufficient to check the specified behavior of
a state machine component. Furthermore, the single paths are
stored in an abstract format. At this point, the test cases are not
executable.
The corresponding algorithm that describes the complete path
generation for ATC and CC, is presented in Figure 16. It parses the
state machine SM (line 1) and iterates over all transitions (line 2).
In line 3, the algorithm uses Z3 to calculate all possible value
assignments VA for the transition guard, if one exists. To satisfy
CC, all calculated assignments have to be used in the test cases.
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This is done in the while-loop in line 4. The algorithm
distinguishes between multi-block, solo-block, and the other
transition types (line 5) and calculates corresponding paths (as
described at the beginning of Section 2.3) that blocks the
transitions. Then, the path is stored in the path list (line 14).
Afterwards, a non-blocking solution is calculated (line 15) and is
stored in the path list, too. When all necessary solutions are
calculated, the path list is ordered according to the state machine
type (PSM or BSM). This relates to the fact, that for BSM, all
transition types (blocking, non-blocking, and invalid ones), except
internal time triggered ones, are reversed. For PSM
implementations, only blocking and invalid transitions are
reversed. For both types, the paths are stored in groups. A group
will then hold only those paths having an identical sub-path. The
main difference between both ordering variants is that for PSM
every group can hold only one path with a non-blocking transition.
This differentiation must be done because the groups are later
transformed into executable test cases (See Section 2.4). Since
PSM cannot reverse non-blocking transitions, the non-blocking
transitions are always executed at the end of a test case and are
therefore not needed to be reversed.
01 Z3.init(State Machine SM)
02 for all transitions in SM do
03
VA = Z3.LogicCov(guard of trans)
04
while not all ass. in VA are used do
05
if exist other outgoing trans.
06
with same source state and same
07
trigger
08
then //multi-block, solo-block
09
Path = Z3(multiple trans., multi10
block, VA)
11
else //initial and simple trans.
12
Path = Z3(trans., solo-block, VA)
13
end if
14
PL.push_back(Path)
//trans. with no guard
15
PL.push_back(Z3(trans., non-block,
16
VA))
17
end while
18 end for
19 Pathlist.order(BSM or PSM)
Figure 16. Generating paths to cover functional specification
satisfying ATC and CC for both PSM and BSM
As a result, the BSM algorithm works more efficiently because
more transitions can be reversed, and therefore, less separate test
cases are needed. The algorithms for PTC and PC (not presented in
detail) work the same, except that it queries for transition pairs
(and not for single transitions). A second difference is that the
function LogicCov() in line 3 generates only value assignments to
satisfy PC (and not CC).

2.4 Test Case Generation

The test case generator reads the ordered path list and transforms
the single paths into executable test code. To generate robustness
tests, TCG extends the path groups with calls to all undefined
transitions, retrieved from the XMI file representing the model, of
the last state in the path. The undefined transitions have not been
processed by the algorithms in the previous section. Additionally,
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TCG generates the configurations for state constraint checking and
accelerated test execution. Figure 17 shows an overview of TCG.

Figure 17. Overview of the test case generator
During the transformation, the tagged values (See Section 2.1) are
placed in the test code at the corresponding positions. They are
used to control the TDG. After transformation, the two
configurations for accelerated execution and state constraint
checking as well as the test cases themselfs are handed over to the
test job control (explained in Section 2.5) that orchestrates the test
execution. Figure 18 presents the test case generation algorithm.
The algorithm does not need to distinguish between ATC or PTC.
This differentiation is handled by the previously described
algorithm in Figure 15 and by the specific ordering of the path list.
At first, the algorithm initializes the two configurations for the
accelerated test execution and the state constraint checking
(runtime verification). Afterwards, in line 3, it initializes a new test
suite based on CPPUnit. The tagged value testsuite-init (if one is
included in the model) is placed at the beginning of the test suite so
that it is executed before the first test case runs. Then, the
algorithm iterates over all groups i in the ordered path list. In line 5
and 6, the first path of the group is divided into its last transition
(lasttran) and into the sub path (which is identical for all paths in
the group). In the lines 8 to 13, the single transitions of the subpath are transformed into executable test code. Thereby, the tagged
values before-trans and after-trans, needed for controlling the
TDG, are added to the test code, too. They wrap the single
transition calls and ensure that correct test data is provided by the
TDG. A corresponding state check routine is added to the state
constraint check configuration. Then, all invalid calls of the
reached state are added to the test case (line 15 to 19). Commands
for the reversed execution and for the state constraint checking are
added to the corresponding configuration. In line 21 to 23, the last
transition and the corresponding tagged values are added to the test
case. When the last transition is a blocking one or the
implementation is of type BSM, a reverse command and a state
check command are added to the corresponding configuration.
Otherwise, only a state check is added.
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01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Config_Accel.init()
Config_RV.init()
TestSuite.init(TV testsuite-init)
for all Groups i in Pathlist do
lasttran = i.getLasttran()
subpath = i.getSubpath()
TestCase.new(TV testcase-begin)
if first path in group then
for all trans. In subpath do
TestCase.add(TV before-trans)
TestCase.add(trans)
TestCase.add(TV after-trans)
Config_RV.add(state checks)
end for
for all invalid trans. of s do
TestCase.add(inv. trans)
Config_Accel.add(reverse to s)
Config_RV.add(state check)
end for
end if
TestCase.add(TV before-trans)
TestCase.add(last trans)
TestCase.add(TV after-trans)
if (lasttran == blocking) or BSM then
Cofig_Accel.add(reverse to s)
Cofig_RV.add(state check)
else
Cofig_RV.add(state check)
end if
TestCase.finalize(TV testcase-end)
TestSuite.add(TestCase)
end for

Figure 18. Add invalid transitions, create configurations and
executable test code
At the end (line 30 and 31), the test case is finalized by adding the
tagged value testcase-end to the test code. Afterwards, the test case
is stored in the test suite, and a new test case is started for the next
path in the path list. When the algorithm terminates, all paths in all
groups have been handled and one test case per group has been
created (including the corresponding configurations for accelerated
execution and state constraint checking). Every test case executes
the identical sub path of a group only once and appends all invalid
(for BSM also valid) trigger calls. All these calls are reversed
expect the last one, and the next call is executed. Reversing the last
call is not necessary, because after it the test case is finished and a
new one, from the beginning of the UML Statechart, starts.

2.5 Test Job Controller

An overview of the test job controller (TJC) is shown in Figure 19.
It receives the executable test cases and the two generated
configurations. It is responsible for executing the test cases using
GDB for being able to extract values of the state encoding
variables during runtime (and comparing them with specified
values in the UML Statechart) and accelerating the test case
execution by exploiting the reverse execution feature of GDB.
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Figure 19. Overview of the test job control
The two configurations are passed to GDB stored in a command
script that is used to control the debugger. It includes commands
for starting and stopping the recording needed for the reverse
execution, and it is used to read the values of the state encoding
variables during runtime.
When a control flow deviation is detected (a wrong target state is
reached indicated by an undefined or wrong state variable value),
the TJC outputs a trace that displays the call order of the trigger
operations that allow an easy reconstruction of the error.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments show that our approach is faster than an
unaccelerated test execution. Furthermore, we show that the test
significance of our approach is increased by the state constraint
checking during runtime. For our experiments, we have chosen a
BSM implementation in terms of a traffic light controller and a
PSM implementation in terms of a hash table. In Section 3.1, we
present the two components used for testing. In Section 3.2, we
present and discuss our measurement results.

3.1 Components

In the following two subsections, we present the specification of
the two software components under test. We present the
corresponding UML Statechart as well as the UML Class of the
hash table and the event pool of the traffic light controller.

Figure 20. UML Statechart of the hash table implementation
The model includes a TDG to provide test data. It must be able to
deliver hash values that either cause a hash collision or not. This is
for example necessary when the set()-methods are tested. When
randomized key values would be used, it would be impossible to
determine the correct target state.

3.1.1 Hash Table

The hash table [16] is implemented as a C++ class. It is a PSM
implementation that comprises 3 states and 11 transitions. The
UML Statechart that defines the protocol of the hash table is
shown in Figure 20. The coloring of the transitions eases the
assignment of transitions with their triggers, guards and effects.
Furthermore, we explain the basic functionality of both
components.

Figure 21. UML Class of the hash table

The CUT itself is modeled as a UML Class that is shown in Figure
21. The variable state explicitly expresses the current state of the
component. The variable size represents the capacity of the hash
table. The variable noOfUsedIndexes represents the number of
already used indexes. Tthis is necessary since the implementation
supports collisions, and therefore, indexed field can hold more than
one value. The operations set and get are used to write and retrieve
data to or from the hash table. The operation remove deletes a
certain number of elements and clear deletes all elements of the
hash table. The methods get, clear, and remove can only be called
when the existence of the keys have been checked previously. This
is done by using the doesKeyExist()-method. All guards have only
one clause. Therefore, there is no difference in the resulting value
assignments for CC and PC.

When the hash table has n fields and the test data generator
provides n random keys of which 2 collide, the state machine must
remain in state partially filled (and not switch to state full as might
be expected). Therefore, the TDG must know whether the hash
table is full or not, and which indexes are already holding values,
and which one are still empty. Using this information, it is able to
provide correct test data to switch between the states. Furthermore,
it delivers random values to be stored in the hash table value fields.
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To control the TDG, the model includes several tagged value. They
are used for initialization, resetting, and retrieving correct test data
from the TDG. Z3 calculates how many keys it needs from the
TDG and substitutes the placeholders in the corresponding tagged
values accordingly (See Section 2.1).

3.1.2 Traffic Light Controller

The traffic light controller (TLC) [9,17] for pedestrians and cars
consists of 11 states and 19 transitions. The states are nested and
some transitions are time-triggered. It dispatches received events
asynchronously. The corresponding UML Statechart is shown in
Figure 22.

3.2 Measurements

In our first set of experiments, we compare the execution time of
two similar created test suites. The first one is called “Standard”.
The test suite is generated by our algorithms but with disabled
acceleration capabilities. It represents the state-of-the-art and is
therefore executed without any acceleration feature. The second
test suite is called “Our Approach”. Herby, our algorithms have
been used for test suite generation, too, but this time with enabled
acceleration capabilities.
All runtime related experiments have been conducted on a Linuxdriven computer equipped with an Intel © Core TM i5-3470 CPU
with 3.2 GHz per core and 8 GB RAM. The Z3 SAT solver has
been running on a Windows-driven computer equipped with an
Intel © Core TM i7-2430 CPU with 3.4 GHz per core and 8 GB
RAM. Both computers are attached to a 100 MBit/s Ethernet
network.

3.2.1 Runtime and Acceleration

Figure 22. UML Statechart of the traffic light controller
The implementation is a BSM, and it is implemented on top of the
QP framework. The two top-level states are used to indicate
whether the traffic light controller is active or not. Depending on
the time, the implementation switches between these two states.
The model does not include any tagged values. They are not
needed because the test data (as integer values) can be calculated
delivered by Z3 directly. Therefore, no TDGC is needed.

Our first experiment is a runtime comparison of different variants
of the hash table varying in size from 500 elements up to 8000
elements for both ATC and PTC test suites. A hash table is used
for retrieving elements fast in a large set. To ensure a robust
behavior, it must be tested (besides the logical and structural
coverage) with a large initialization size. When using only a small
size, buffer and stack overflows, or errors in the hash function
itself could be overseen. Due to the fact that the hash table has only
guards with one clause, the results for the logic coverage criteria
PC and CC are the same. Therefore, we only present results for PC.
We then present the acceleration factors for both test suites. Figure
24 shows the runtime in seconds of all hash table test suite
executions, satisfying ATC, with a logarithmic scaled y-axis. The
dark blue bar shows the runtime of the unaccelerated standard
approach. The light blue bar shows the runtime of our accelerated
approach.

The guards of the TIME transition leading from the state
operational to the state offline and vise versa consist of more than
one clause. Therefore, more value assignments are calculated by
Z3 to satisfy CC compared to PC. The corresponding event pool is
presented in Figure 23. It comprises five signals (events) of which
two are time-triggered (TIME and TIMEOUT).

Figure 24. Runtime comparison of the hash table test suites
with different sizes satisfying ATC and PC

Figure 23. Event Pool of the traffic light controller
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Only for a hash table size of 500 (that cannot be considered as a
good robustness test due to the small size) the unaccelerated
approach is faster compared to our approach. This relies on the
fact, that the set()-method (that calculates the hash values using a
hash function) does not consumes much computational time for the
small amount of keys. The reversing of the following operation
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calls does not achieve enough acceleration to compensate that.
Therefore, it is faster to start every test case from the beginning
than reversing the following invalid and blocking calls. But when
the hash table size increases our approach benefits from the rising
computational time for the hash value calculation in the set()method. It needs so much time, that the reversing of the following
calls accelerated the overall execution and therefore saves time.
The bigger the hash table gets, the more time is saved during test
suite execution. For example, the time difference between the
standard approach and our approach for the hash table with 5000
indexes is 37.4 seconds. For 8000 indexes the difference is 173.76
seconds. The results of the test suite execution that satisfy PTC are
presented in Figure 25.

Figure 26. Acceleration of the hash table test suites

Figure 25. Runtime comparison of the hash table test suites
with different sizes satisfying PTC and PC
The results are better compared to ATC. Even for the smallest hash
table size (500) acceleration is achieved. For the experiment with
5000 and 8000 elements, our approach is 620.93 and 1913.37
seconds faster. Both, the ATC and PTC related experiments show
that our approach scales well in time regarding the test data. The
results indicate that our approach benefits from the more complex
PTC. The more complex coverage criterion leads to more
undefined (and therefore reversible) transitions.
Figure 26 shows the acceleration factor of both, the ATC (red bar)
and PTC (yellow bar) experiments of the hash table
implementation. As mentioned above, only for the first ATC
experiment we could achieve no acceleration (red left bar, below
1). For all conducted hash table experiments, the PTC test suites
have achieved a better acceleration factor compared to the ATC
test suites. This corresponds with the number of executed
transitions (See Figure 27). The gap between the standard
approach for ATC (dark blue bar) and our approach ATC (red bar)
is smaller than the gap between the light blue bar (standard PTC)
and the green bar (our approach PTC). The achieved reduction of
transitions to be executed by our approach, responsible for the
acceleration, is bigger for PTC than for ATC. This relates to the
fact that for PTC the number of invalid (and therefore reversible)
transitions is increased strongly. For every incoming transition of a
state, all invalid calls have to be executed to achieve PTC. For
ATC, this is only done state-wise (not for every incoming
transition of a state, See Section 2.2).
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Figure 27. Number of executed transitions of the hash table
Furthermore, the number of executed transitions directly
corresponds with the number of separate test cases of the test suites
(See Figure 28). Due to the reversing, the overall number of
needed test cases is also reduced by our approach.

Figure 28. Number of separate test cases of the hash table
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The second experiment compares the runtime of ATC and PTC test
suites in combination with the logical coverage criteria PC and CC
of the traffic light controller. The traffic light controller has several
guards with more than one clause. Therefore, more test cases are
needed to satisfy CC (all possible value assignments have to be
tested) compared to PC (the complete predicate must be evaluated
only once to true and once to false). Therefore, 4 comparisons are
made:
1.

The standard approach is compared with our approach
for ATC and PC

2.

The standard approach is compared with our approach
for ATC and CC

3.

The standard approach is compared with our approach
for PTC and PC

4.

The standard approach is compared with our approach
for PTC and CC

Varying test data cannot be tested for the traffic light controller.
The timers, that are responsible for flashing the traffic light, are
fixed and other test data does not exist. Those timers are
responsible to consume time when the corresponding transitions
are triggered.

Figure 29. Runtime comparison of the traffic light controller
test suites satisfying all possible combination of structural and
logical coverage criteria

Figure 29 shows the runtime comparison (logarithmic scaled yaxis). Our approach (light blue bar) always saves runtime
compared to the unaccelerated test suite execution (dark blue bar).
For the ATC-PC test suite that has the fewest transitions and
separate test cases (See Figure 31), the time difference is 116.88
seconds. For the PTC-CC test suite that has the most transitions
and separate test cases (See Figure 31) the time difference is
644.72 seconds.
Figure 30 shows the acceleration factor of the traffic light
controller experiments. The lowest factor is achieved for the ATCPC experiment (1.92) and the highest is achieved for the ATC-CC
experiment (2.27). The reason for the slightly low acceleration
factor of PTC-CC compared to PTC-PC results from the fact that
for the PTC-CC more time consuming timer-based valid transitions
are added to the test suite than reversible transitions from which
our approach would benefit. Only the factor suffers but not the
overall time reduction. The number of transitions and separate test
cases substantiate our measurements. They behave the same then in
the first experiments with the hash table implementation. The more
transitions are omitted, the more time reduction is achieved. Again,
the number of transitions correlates with the number of separate
test cases.
Finally, we compare the acceleration factors of the hash table
experiments and the traffic light controller experiments for both
ATC and PTC in combination with PC (CC cannot be taken into
account since we have no measurements for that regarding the hash
table). The highest acceleration for ATC and PC of the hash table
is 1.32. For the traffic light controller, it is 1.92. The highest
acceleration factor for PTC and PC of the hash table is 1.75. For
the traffic light controller, it is 2.03. The significantly better
acceleration values for the traffic light controller result from two
facts. First, the structure of the UML Statechart of the traffic light
controller is more complex compared to the one of the hash table.
Secondly, the BSM algorithm (used for the traffic light controller)
is more optimized because all transition types (not only blocking
and invalids) are reversed. Both facts are indicators for the better
acceleration values of the traffic light controller.
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Figure 30. Acceleration of the traffic light controller test suites

Figure 31. Number of executed transitions of the traffic light
controller
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4. RELATED WORK

Regarding state-based systems, many approaches exist that deal
with the compliance of the specified state order. Pintér and Majzik
[19] perform a concurrent monitoring of applications specified by
UML Statecharts. They propose the integration of a watchdog
processor which is able to detect deviations from the modeled
control flow during runtime. Their approach relies on manual
source-code instrumentation to gather the data needed for verifying
whether a correct state has been reached or not. But modifying the
source code is an error-prone task and can cause errors itself.
A similar approach is presented by Arcaini, Gargantini, and
Riccobene [20]. They have developed a tool named CoMA that
annotates Java code for conformance checking of state behavior.
The approach is promising but is limited to Java programs. Also
robustness testing is not taken into account.
Figure 32. Number of separate test cases of the traffic light
controller

3.2.2 Error Detection

The second set of experiments is used to show the increased test
significance of our approach. We studied the detection capabilities
by injecting five errors into the hash table component. The error
categories have been taken from an empirical case study carried
out by Borner et al. [18] reflecting actual industry practice. Each
error has been injected into a separate instance of the hash table
component. At first, we have deleted a control structure (category:
Faulty control structure responsible for correct state change) which
is used to avoid the execution of the remove()-method in state
empty. Such an error can lead to an invalid memory access.
Secondly, we have written a wrong value to the state encoding
variable (category: Defects in state logic) inside the set()-method.
This defect prevents the state machine from switching to state full
if necessary. Further calls to the set method then might cause an
error in the hash index data structure because already existing
indexes seem to be unused and values will be overwritten.
Furthermore, we have flipped a guard operator (category: Predicate
faults) inside the clear()-method which is responsible for
preventing to clear an already empty hash table. Such an error is
not critical but consumes unnecessary computational time. As a
fourth error, we have changed the access protection of the state
variables from private to public (category: Access protection).
After a method call we have written a wrong state value to the
variable from outside which then indicates a wrongly reached state.
Further method calls might then not be processed properly. Our
approach was able to detect all four described errors.
The last error detection test that we performed was based on an
injection of two errors into one instance of the hash table at the
same time. We flipped the guard operator of the remove()-method
and wrote a wrong value to the state encoding variable (the value
of state full). When we executed the method, the corresponding
guard blocks wrongly and the component switched to state full
(instead to state partially filled). But due to the wrongly written
state variables our method recognized an expected behavior and
therefore, it was not able to detect the errors. As in many other
validation approaches, overlapping errors might not be detected by
our approach.
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Another kind of testing state-based requirements is model-based
test case generation. Many approaches regarding this topic have
been presented [21-25]. But these approaches, only deal with
verifying component behavior against a UML Statechart
specification. They prove that the implementation complies with
the specified behavior. Robustness testing is not taken into account.
In the research area of reducing test execution time of previously
generated test suites, the most important domains are test suite
reduction and test case prioritization. Ng et al. [26], McMaster and
Memon [27], and Smith and Kapfhammer [28] propose and
evaluate formal techniques to reduce a test suite. Thereby, they
follow the basic ideas of Harrold et al. [29] by removing tests from
a test suite in a way that a predefined coverage criterion is still
satisfied. All approaches are promising but rely on the drawback
that possibly meaningful test cases are removed from the test suite.
When discussing the state of the art regarding robustness testing of
the structure of software components, the most resent approach is
presented by Lei et al. [30,31] in terms of the Robut Eclipse plugin. They present a methodology to check the behavior of statebased Java software components, which includes testing of defined
and undefined transitions as well as post-conditions of method
calls using hostile parameters. As a first step, they create paths
covering all transitions, and therefore all states, of a UML
Statechart specification where every path begins at the
initialization state. They use a depth-first search algorithm to
traverse the state machine. Based on these paths, test cases are
generated in combination with hostile parameter values to call the
transition methods. This test set is used for validating the specified
state machine behavior. After that, the paths are used to put the
component into every state and then call all undefined methods,
which are not specified as a valid outgoing transition of the
corresponding state (undefined methods are defined as outgoing
transitions of another state). These method calls simulate a
stressful usage scenario, which breaks the defined call order of the
public interface provided by the specification. Errors are revealed
when a call of an undefined transition raises a Java exception. The
approach is promising because it is the first one that addresses
internal state machine behavior regarding component robustness.
But due to missing runtime verification capabilities, the
methodology is not able to test whether guard constraints are
blocking correctly or not. Furthermore, a mechanism is missing
that clearly checks that the specified target state is reached or not.
Regarding test execution time, the approach is slow due to the fact
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that for each transition test the complete path must be taken again
from the beginning.

[8] ISO/IEC ISO/IEC 14882:2003: Programming languages:
C++. (2003)

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[9] Samek, M. Practical UML Statecharts in C/C++, Second
Edition: Event-Driven Programming for Embedded Systems.
Newnes (2008)

We have presented an approach that significantly reduces test
execution time of robustness tests for software components. The
test suites are derived automatically from a UML Statechart using
the Z3 SAT solver. The test suites satisfy ATC or PTC of the
Statechart including all undefined transitions. Furthermore, they
cover all guards with CC or PC. The test execution is accelerated
by returning to already reached states and refining them as starting
point for further test cases by exploiting the reverse execution
feature of the GNU debugger. The methodology differs between
PSM and BSM implementation for being able to reverse more
transitions for BSM implementations. The reduced test execution
time makes it possible to use even large test suites with realistic
test data for daily regression test purposes. Furthermore, we have
shown that our approach increases test significance. This is
achieved by testing whether guard constraints either block or do
not block properly and whether a valid target state is reached by
checking state encoding variables during runtime. A major
advantage is that this is done without instrumenting the source
code. We have conducted a case study using a PSM (hash table) as
well as a BSM (traffic light controller) component. For all but one
experiment our approach was able to accelerate the test execution.
The corresponding results regarding acceleration substantiate the
potential of the presented approach and make it suitable for being
used in daily testing processes. It is able to handle common and
nested Statechart designs and works well when realistic test data is
used. Furthermore, the results show that our approach is able to
detect state machine-related errors reflecting actual industry
practice using runtime verification.
Future work will comprise extensions for our approach to make it
able to check whether entry- and exit actions of a state have been
executed properly or not. Furthermore, we want to apply our
methodology to components that rely on other frameworks for
event-driven component programming.
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